Regional Swimming Championships

Results of Survey of Members carried out
in May 2020

Introduction
Swim England South East has more swimmers than any other Region and does not have access to a
10-lane pool in the region. In addition, there have been increasing constraints imposed on Regional
Championships (additional finals, reverse 800m, 1500m). As a result, our traditional 3 day 15/Over
programme, even extended to 3½ days by having events on Friday evening, does not allow us to
accept all of the swimmers who have a chance of achieving a qualifying time for the British
Championships or Swim England Summer Meet.
The Swimming Group and Coaches Panel identified options for the future of the 15/Over
Championships. Before proceeding further we sought feedback from clubs, swimmers, coaches,
parents in the Region.
This report includes the results of that survey and identifies the next steps in planning for the future.
We are not proposing any changes to the format of the 14/Under Championships, which currently
works well.
The next steps in this decision process:
1. Check the feasibility of the acceptable options (availability of pools)
2. Examine the impact of the budget for the championships
3. Seek permission from Swim England for any proposal which falls outside of the current
criteria for Region Championships.
4. The Swimming Group, with input from the Coaching Panel, will produce a recommendation
sometime in the autumn.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
The prolonged shutdown of pools and disruption of club activity and training may have an
impact on plans for 2021. The changes identified may have to be postponed until 2022 (or even
later).



It is possible that Swim England will mandate changes to swimming competition in
2021, to compensate for the lack of high level competitions in the second half of 2020
and to allow elite athletes to qualify and prepare for the Olympic Games
There will inevitably be some swimmers who do not return to the sport after a break in
training. We will only know this when swimming returns to a normal mattern of
training.

Options under Consideration
The Swimming Group identified several different approaches. The implications of each is shown in
the table below:
Option Description

Implications

1.

No change: Stay with the current 3½
day 15/Over programme




2.

Continue to plan for a 4-day event
over a single weekend, using all day
Friday



3.

Run a 4½-day event over the Easter
weekend (Thursday to Monday)




The Swimming Group does not favour
this option because of the impact on
clubs
Split the 15/Over championships over
two weekends – spreading events
across all 4 days



4A.





4B.

4C.

5.

Split the 15/Over championships over
two weekends – male one weekend;
female the other
Split the 15/Over Championships over
two weekends.
3 day competition for all
50m/100m/200m/400m events
2 day competition for
800m/1500m/relays




Seek access to a 10-lane pool out of
Region



The Swimming Group does not favour
this option because of the logistical
challenges and significant increase in
costs











Avoids use of a school day
Some swimmers who could
qualify for the summer
championships will continue
to be excluded
Uses a school day, in
contradiction of Swim
England
Avoids use of a school day
Currently there is no pool
available for that weekend
Significant impact on clubs
who rely on Easter Meets as
part of their business plan
Avoids use of a school day
Most swimmers would have
to compete over 2 weekends,
with consequent impact on
cost of participation
More difficult for coaches to
prepare swimmers
Avoids use of a school day
A lot of events close together
with reduced recovery time
Avoids use of a school day
Many swimmers would have
to compete over 2 weekends,
with consequent impact on
cost of participation
800m/1500m on consecutive
days
The only viable option is
Bristol with co-operation of
South West
Would allow up to 25% more
swimmers
Significant increase in costs
Not currently permitted
under meet licensing criteria

Added
swims
0

+20%

+30%

+30%

+20%

+30%

+25%

6.

Split the Region and run two parallel
Championships over the early May
weekend
(14/Under still operating as a single
event)





Depends on getting access to
Mountbatten Pool,
Portsmouth
Challenging in terms of
officials and volunteers
The decision on how to split
the Region will need to take
account the strength of clubs
in different areas of the
region

>50%*

* Potentially up to 100% more swimmers, but there is a need to establish a minimum standard
which is likely to reduce that number.

The Survey
The survey was carried using the easy to use Survey Monkey tool.
In addition to some personal information about respondents to allow analysis of the results,
respondents were asked to give their views on each option, with the following options:





Preferred option (we asked people to select this for only 1 options), a few people had more
than 1 preferred option, but not enough to skew the results.
Acceptable
Undesirable
Unacceptable

Summary of Results




There is no option that enjoys universal support from all respondents.



The breakdown by category of respondent did not show significant variations from the
overall results (except that far more swimmers supported a 4 day meet including a school
day) than other categories.



Less than 10% of respondents feel that the current approach should continue.
Some of the options are clearly not acceptable to a high proportion of respondents
o A 4 day meet including a school day
o Going out of region
o Male and female swims on different weekends
o A meet over Easter

This leaves three options that are acceptable to the majority of respondents:
o Split the 15/over championships over two weekends, spreading events across all 4
days
o Split the 15/Over Championships over two weekends. 3 day competition for all
50m/100m/200m/400m events + 2 day competition for 800m/1500m/relays?
o Split the Region and run two parallel Championships over the early May weekend
(14/under still operating as a single event)

Detailed Survey Results
The Respondents
We received a total of 572 responses, which is amazingly high for this kind of survey, which shows
the level of interest in the topic.
The number of responses in each category, except other are statistically significant.
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Overall, the preferred options were:




Split the region
Split the 15/over competition over two weekends, spreading all of the events across both
weekends
Have an addition weekend for distances and teams
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This chart shows the views of the different categories of respondent. To enable comparison, these
are percentages, rather that numbers.
The “with exams” bat shows the views of all swimmers/parents who have a public examination in
2021. Although there is some variation, the results are more or less in line with the total figures
above.
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Unacceptable Option
The significance of this result is that we would expect that at least some of the people who stated
that an option is unacceptable, would decide not to enter.
The options which were most unacceptable were:





A 4 day competition (including swimming on a school day)
Go out of region to use a 10-lane pool
Split male/female swimmers over 2 weekends
A competition over Easter
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This diagram shows the breakdown by category of respondent (again this shows percentages).
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Preferred/Acceptable
This table shows the number of respondents who would find each option “acceptable” and this
includes people choosing the option as their preferred option:
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It would be safe to select any of the options with more than 350 in this category.

Undesirable/Unacceptable
This table shows the number of respondents who would find each option “undesirable” including
those marking an option as unacceptable.
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It would be unwise to select any of the options more than 350 responses in this category.
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Detailed feedback provided

What is your view of option 1 - No
change, Stay with the current 3½ day
15/over programme?
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
Responses
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0.00%
Preferred

Acceptable
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Unacceptable

We need to be able to where absolutely possible cater for swimmers just off of English
summer champs standard To enable them the opportunity to qualify for a national summer
meet and fulfil the swimmer development set out by British swimming and swim England
We need change as the current position has not been justifiable for a couple of years. In
particular for distance swimmers. You can be an average ‘older’ sprinter and get into
regionals, but if you are a younger distance swimmer, forget it!
The current system is not fair for all swimmers developing due to the numbers able to swim
for each event.
More swimmers need to be given the opportunity to swim at regionals (as many have
nationals potential, especially those born later in the year).
Makes for a very competitive competition - though seems unfair to be more difficult to qualify
for regionals than nationals
MUST NOT fall on a school day or day with public exams
Entry to our regionals is so challenging it is disheartening for many young people
Better to do this over two weekends, not fair to do this on a school day.
Too many incredible swimmers miss out on progressing further.
Unfair to swimmers it is so hard to qualify in SE Region
Many deserving swimmers don’t get a chance
Anything to make it more fare ,all regions have different times .
Because it interferes with school and is around the time of exams and gcses which means we
either have to choose between learning and potentially our exams and our racing which we
have worked so hard to get to and achieve but we may not be able to go if exams are taking
place which means we cant race to our full potential
To allow more swimmers to qualify i would support a different plan. It is unfair on the
swimmers just because of county boundaries, especially as swimmer are counted as
'regional' swimmers in some parts of the cointry and not others, even though they have faster
times
Limited numbers qualifying

In some age groups only swimmers with times Faster than national qualifying times will
qualify for SER.
Is okay but events rather squashed especially if in more than one event and can get into finals
Lot of strong swimmers will be excluded from championship which leads to decreased
confidence
It does not seem right that swimmers who have worked so hard and got tones may never get
to swim at Regionals due to so few spaces. There is no way for them to then improve from
being a county level swimmer and to experience the next level up.
Regionals cut out many talented swimmer because of lack of pool. Just use a pool outside of
the region if necessary.
too long in general
It doesn’t work
i think with the disruption in 2020, it would be good to provide more opportunities to swim
competition should not and can not come before exams. It is not fair for swimmers to miss out
on what they have trained for if it falls on an exam day
For IM or more diverse swimmers it is hard to swim 7+ races all with finals over 3 days
It is completely ridiculous that people that make english nationals don't even qualify for
regionals - there should be a progression from counties to regionals to nationals and that is
not the case at the moment.
Current situation where swimmers can be good enough to qualify for Nationals but not
Regionals (due to numbers) is absurd.
Such Unachievable targets push our older girls out of the sport.. we need to encourage senior
girls to keep going.
This would be better to have 2 weekends to allow more entries. Spread the distance events
across the 2 weekends so distance swimmers can swim both events rather than choose one
or the other.
People who should qualify for the competition don't, and the meet becomes a mini nationals.
It can't be right that it easier to qualify for Nationals than SE Regionals. This disadvantages
swimmers specifically in the SE Region and particularly if they are not sprinters.
I would like to add we could do relays on a separate weekend (have a relay day) this would
allow more swimmers over the three days.
This does not work
It would be amazing if more swimmers can qualify for Nationals.
Purely selfishly, my swimmer’s events are distance and fly..... the bigger the spread of events,
the better, and the greater likelihood of getting her swims.
This is ridiculous. There are far too many swimmers
When you look at the qualifying times of other regions or even Open Water Nationals, it is
much easier to qualify for Nationals. Currently the finals at SER are mostly replicated exactly
at Nationals.

The current set up is severely detrimental to keeping children in the sport post 15 and to
distance swimmers as it is very difficult to peak for 1500m then swim 800 m in quick
succession.

Further consideration also needs to be given to these distance events, as there is a huge gap

here in post Age Group/Youth swimming, which is unhealthy for the long term development of
British Swimming.

I would also add that for the U14 championships, you had children in the 13yr age group who
qualified for Open Water Nats, but not 800m free for Regionals. How can this be?
South east is a large competitive region and the current limited no. Swims is disappointing
and greatly reduces opportunities for aspiring young athletes, especially the older swimmers
Maximum swims at the reasonable cost as is possible
It’s not a good format for getting the best out of our swimmers
It is ludicrous that people cannot swim at regionals but their time is fast enough for Nationals.
The current situation is untenable because, as outlined, the meet has been made harder to
qualify than the SE Summer Meets.
Not worked for years and highly frustrating.
As you state some swimmers will miss out, which is a shame, if things can be changed.
We need more swimmers to be involved at regional level especially if they are excepted into
nationals and not regionals. Our region is too big.
Too condensed, single point of failure, limited flexibility, large catchment t area and
qualification times are too high
For swimmers who qualify to not get th3 opportunity to swim in races they work so hard for is
disappointing.
It is currently too hard for younger swimmers to qualify for regionals when they are young in
their year group. You basically have to be nationals standard and/or at the older end of your
year group to qualify for regionals. Younger swimmers can lose interest very quickly if
regionals is unobtainable and older swimmers get demoralised if they made it one year but
find the ever increasing qualifying times impossible to keep up with.
It is nonsensical that swimmers are rejected from Regional Champs who have a realistic
chance of National Qualification. It reduces available swims in the a National qualifying
window and puts South East swimmers at a huge disadvantage.
Lots of swimmers at the required levels do not get to qualify because of the restrictions
already in place
It is a very disruptive time as even if not doing formal exams it’s still ‘exam season’.
It doesn't seem fair to have so many more swimmers accepted at the younger champs and for
swimmers to potentially miss out on opportunities to qualify for nationals. Regional should not
be harder than nationals to qualify for.
Events too condensed especially for distance swimmers
If events are compressed into a shorter day, swimmers are unlikely to perform better and,
from experience, will end up pulling out of races they have qualified for on the day.
Not over enough days so makes it hard for swimmers wanting to compete in multiple events
To many swimmers give up from age group to youth because the criteria for youth is to hard.
Averse it using school day and fitting into 3.5 days
Current format very restrictive on number of competitors for 15/O
Keeping it as it is would be ok I guess not not ideal as the number of swims is too limited due
to the size of the region
I feel all swimmers should be given the opportunity to qualify
The other choices seem to have more impacts like costs, school days & so on
None are ideal as such but probably better as it is ...
I like the championships being over one weekend although I appreciate that it would be better
to have more swimmers involved

Although acceptable I feel we should be looking to increase capacity and this option does not
provide that.
It’s just unacceptable, not safe nor fair to cram such a huge catchment into such a small
intake! It just alienated so many swimmers and causes so many to leave the sport! It would
also be to crammed for COVID!
Insufficient swims. Dominated by larger clubs
It makes qualification more difficult due to time constraints and therefore unfairly excludes
potentially qualifying swimmers.
Limits the inclusion of all swimmers with the potential to greatly improve their times and
achieve qualifying times for British champs or Swim England summer meet
Swimming like many other sports struggles to retain athletes as they get older. By reducing
the places available to older swimmers will only further encourage swimmers to drop out. In
addition many squads have criteria based on achieving Regional qualifications. Making it too
difficult to gain qualifying times will further disenfranchise swimmers.
Because it still excludes swimmers who might have the chance to qualify.
It cannot be the case that it is easier to qualify for english nationals than for regional
championships there needs to be some sort of change.
We need to be giving as many swimmers as possible the chance to get qualifying times for
the National championships so that we accurately reflect the strength of SER at the
championships. Having a championships that excludes some swimmers who might be able to
make national qualifying times is not only unfair to the swimmers, it means the region may be
under-represented at Nationals.
Its unfair that swimmers potentially don't get the same opportunities to qualify as other regions
due to size
Excludes a lot of swimmers due to lack of time
From a selfish point of view my daughter always qualifies for her events anyway so the
current format works perfectly well enough for us. I would prefer not to have to travel to
different venues over different weekends as swimming is expensive enough already and the
swimmers are already hugely busy Taking up yet another weekend from school work and
relaxation is not desirable.
In this region there are other level 1 meets where people qualify for nationals that isn't the
point. We are not in a straight hierarchy of competition. The meet is about the best in region
and you don't need lots of entrants for that just the best.
I think you may have lost perspective a little. 3.5 days of continuous swimming is actually
massive. This is no short time. Families have to bear this burden and it is not fair. The aim
should be to get it down to 2 days max.
This set up forces the system to cut off swimmers after a very strict and very limited number
of competitors. The SE region Has already imposed a very tough qualifying time compared to
other regions and just to be a couple of microsecond away of auto you can’t swim it because
the system sees you as the n th swimmer and out of the number required. This is totally heart
breaking to swimmers who have been setting themselves to succeed but can’t even get there.
Worse, You’d get the time then you’d see a published revised QTs.- goal posts keep on
moving and normally tougher times. This boils down as the system anticipates more
swimmers will get in- how fair is that?
It is disheartening for the swimmers that it is so hard for them to qualify for regionals in the
South East.
Because of the exclusion of some swimmers
The region championship is harder to qualify for than the swim England summer meet
I would have to take non competing swimmers who are unable to be left at home Out of
school. As parents both work and although 1 will take annual leave the other works shifts that
are outside of school hours
Clearly not really working.
The current weekend falls too close to GCSE exams and International Baccalaureate exams.

Really do need to find a way of increasing the numbers allowed into the championships. Not
exactly very motivational to this age categor.
Qualifying times are harder than national s
Some people can’t qualify because there is not enough space for everyone who could be
good enough.
Doesn't enable enough athletes to compete currently
too much in a single weekend
Being long distance swimmer, competing in 1500, 800, 400 all in a 3 days is alot
It’s worked thus far, but people aren’t happy with this option.
In 2022 my daughter will be impacted by Gcse, children should not be asked to choose
between education and swimming
For the reasons given, it is illogical that it is harder to qualify for (our) Regionals than National
events and swimmers in our region are disadvantaged compared to their counterparts in other
regions.
Getting to the SER champs
Is a massive achievement for young swimmers. It would be a shame to exclude those who
should have qualified. Some kids may give up swimming on that basis
Means it's done and out of the way, preps us for nationals when we could also be competing
for 3 days straight. It's what we have done for the last couple years and has worked.
It would be ok but is not the preferred option. It is not an improvement on current situation.
Harder to get in that nationals seems unfair
Too much racing compacted into the weekend makes it a tough weekend for travelling clubs
from the far ends of the region.
The swimmers with numerous events find it harder to compete with back-to-back races and
often find this structure demoralising. Being a breaststroker, this doesn't directly affect me, but
as captain of the club I know other people will be keen to get rid of this structure.
This is fine as it has run ok in the past and doesn’t take up as much time- especially for
people taking exams
I think as it’s the hardest regionals to get in to that the max number of swimmers possible
should be entered per event
Tough on older swimmers. My soon would have to limit events. Qualified in several events.
Current scheduling means he has to narrow down what he swims. He ends up swimming
1500/800/400IM/400 free and 200 fly in 3.5 days. Other regions integrated reverse distance
into age group meet. Distance and sprints on same day (am sprints / lunch time distance /
evening finals normally bank holiday. ). 100s200s400s over a weekend. I think this maximises
chances of making summer nationals and preferred option.
Does not give everyone an opportunity.
The current program favours those in 15 and 16 years as it offers them single age group
finals whereas those who fall in 17, 18, or 19+ years can only progress into one final despite
17+ covering three different national age bands. By doing this, it demotivates swimmers and
reduces their opportunity to experience final progression under competition pressure, leaving
swimmers unprepared if they make finals at a higher level later on in the season.
Furthermore, by cramming three age-groups into

The sudden change in qualification times was also incredibly unfair. Changing them weeks
before the closing date did not give swimmers who were close to the new times, time to enter
these events at last minute competitions as the majority of meets had closed for entry. If you
set times, make sure they are attainable for the swimmers and do not change your mind
because you suddenly realise you have no qualifiers in an event.

Everyone needs a chance after lockdown, some will have trained harder so results might be
different
its ok, will always advantage some and disadvantage others
This option has been very difficult and is getting worse every year as the number of swimmers
grows.
Too few swimmers able to compete, discriminates against late bloomers.
Qualifing times and competitor numbers should be equalilized around the regions as much as
possible.
Split weekends harder for planning, travel, more expensive
A point to bear in mind is that this is a premier meet. It’s aim should be to promote quality and
ensure participation of swimmers that should be at a L1 meet, not just to give as many county
swimmers as possible ‘a go’. I’d prefer it if capacity could be increased somewhat under
options 4a and 5, but this is the next best option
Does not allow sufficient swimmers to qualify and swim
Using past recent Champs you have not given any guide as to how many swimmers and the
associated number of swims you would ideally wish to accommodate the reason I ask isFor Wycombe's L1 Premier held immediately after the national qualifying window opens
typically has 900 swimmers and 3,500 swims in a well run meet over 3.5 days - would this
scoping cover the 15/over Champs? If so I suggest that you speak with the management of
the Wycombe Leisure Centre at an early date who I expect to be receptive in order to recover
their finances. If you can also talk Chris Hirst of Wycombe into being lead ref. for the Champ's
it would happen.
It's difficult to comment so far in advance knowing that things could change but recognise the
need to plan in advance.
I dont feel we offer a fair competition programme for our swimmers compared to other
regions.
We need to allow more swimmers to experience regionals as for many it may be their only LC
championship.
Very few swimmers qualify
Seems daft to be good enough to qualify for Nationals when you aren't good enough for your
our Regional Championships
I feel like 2 days should be MAX!
2nd preferred option
One of my two top options
This proves to be not working well due high demands of swimmers, high QT
It shouldn’t be that someone looking to qualify for nationals doesn’t have a chance to race
regionally it is a meet other swimmers in other regions can guarantee to swim at and use as a
peak meet to qualify but because of the lack of numbers going to our regionals we don’t and
have to race in more open meets which isn’t as desirable as well as this the lack of numbers
in each race make the turn around time for some events if swam back to back impossible with
in some cases just 15 minutes between my two races.
The Region is large. It is too tough for aspiring swimmers to use Regions as a stepping stone
platform for the next level. It is unrealistic for swimmers to expect to jump from Counties to
Regionals when this auto QT’s are knocking on National times. It just can’t accommodate all
the deserving swimmers.
To restrictive for swimmers just outside criteria but with possibility of national qualifying time.
We should be looking for any opportunity to increase the numbers eligible. It is not acceptable
the qualifying times are harder to achieve than for the summer nationals. That’s demotivating
for swimmers

I like it how it is at the moment due to the cost and the travel time as living in Kent it's not
exactly a short journey
The fact we are asking these questions suggest that continuing in the same way would be
detrimental to the development of a large cohort of swimmers who should be ablate access
the Regional Champs as a stepping stone from County Swimming to National Swimming.
Attending the Regionals is an essential part of development and experience before going to
the Nationals. If our swimmers could qualify for the Nationals there should definitely be space
for them at the Regionals.
Not many swimmers from the smaller clubs make it in with the high cut level and faster
accepted times
Too many races in one weekend. Such a disadvantage to long distance swimmers
Travelling from Jersey this is financially a good option for us.
Its acceptable if we cannot do anything else, but it's not fair on the swimmers.

What is your view of option 2 - Continue
to plan for a 4-day event over a single
weekend, using all day Friday (a school
day)?
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
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5.00%
0.00%
Preferred
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I’ve never had an issue for a swimmer to be taken out of school for any meet or training with
enough notice and planning. In addition swim England talent hold week long camps during
school days often so them refusing for us to do this option is contradiction.
Some parents would be unlikely to want to take their children out of school. State school and
private school policies may differ, and it could be prejudicial.
Greater opportunity. Schools should support as for a sporting activity
Should not be using school day’s especially as most children have exams and tests at this
time of year.
If this is not exams or before exams then fine, otherwise unacceptable
Ok except for children doing GCSE or A levels that year
It’s a critical time for children taking exams and so any time out of school, even if they are in
study leave is not acceptable
This is exam time for many children. Not acceptable to cause additional stress to young
swimmers
Totally unreasonable for year 10/11/12/13 students. For most swimmers their academic
success - or not- is more important and likely than a full-time swimming career and for these
years every day matters.
same as above
I work in a school, some schools would not sanction this so clpse to exams.
Problem for swimmers who qualify and specialise in the longer distance events to swim them
consecutively
Parents work
Impacts school/college exams.
Due to GCSEs this is not the best option as it would be difficult to balance school work and I
wouldn't want to miss a day.
it is against Swim England guidelines to use school day. Unfairly disadvantages those in
Public Exam years.
This is okay and acceptable
Kids have missed enough schooling
We would not take our children out of school.

Most schools would allow time off school. However for those doing exams it is not ideal.
Would not affect my swimmer next year but would the year after.
Volunteers would have to take a days holiday as it would be on a working day for many.
Must not be on a school day
Can not be missing education
It is fundamentally wrong to take children out of school.
Are you crazy
Must avoid putting pressure on swimmers to miss school
I work at a school and would struggle justifying taking pupils out of school for the event.
My son would not attend on a school day so would miss some events on this day. School
work is more important to us.
competition should not and can not come before exams. It is not fair for swimmers to miss out
on what they have trained for if it falls on an exam day
Two days off school during exam time is not desirable
Going into my GCSE year I would not favour having to miss a day of school to compete at
regionals. Also, I think that putting all the events into one weekend is too much because heats
and finals for lots of events means a very large number of races and that could mean
underperformance in the later events
In GCSE year I don’t want Sam missing a day of school. It is also one long exhausting
weekend if you manage to qualify across a number of events. Too much.
should not miss school
Not good at that age to miss a school day
Missing school days next year after so many missed school days now doesn't seem like a
good plan.
Can't see how this is an option if Swim England have said it isn't allowed?
Travelling from Jersey would mean coming the Thursday. Maybe missing more school.
Some swimmers can’t get that day school day off, and would then miss out 1 day of
Opportunity to compete at Regionals, and can possible miss out their best event.
At the moment we do not know exam dates
For GCSE/A level students, missing a school day, is not acceptable. Plus too time consuming
and will impact on potential revision time. It still doesn’t provide adequate time between
events for the middle distance/distance swimmers.
This accommodates more swimmers and gives distance swimmers a marginally better
recovery period, depending on the event schedule.
However, officials may be difficult to find on a work day, despite parents having to attend with
their swimmers.

Exams may be problematic, although at the beginning of May the only exams that are usually
held are internally scheduled language oral exams, which schools can move around. A-levels
would generally be unaffected as most exams are not until late May and predominantly June.
Schools will not allow the children out in an important year before exams. And I will not be
paying the fine for an unauthorised absence
This needs to be planned in advanced, as maybe parent/coach’s work other jobs
It's only one day of school and most schools and college will let students take the time off for
a big competition like this
Think children are already missing too much school!
Better than option 1.

At the age of 15/over, where students are likely to be taking exams that year or the next,
taking a day off school could impact their exam results, which are crucial for the future,
regardless of whether they go on to focus on swimming in later life or not.
Activities outside of school are acceptable and I know my daughters school would allow her
the time off to compete.
Recently swimmers have missed too much school, hard pushed to justify them missing
another day close to exams
School days are hectic as it is to add ontop a swim competition to it. For parents alao who
work full time may not be able to volunteer or officiate and puts pressure on all.
My son is in sixth form and he was already concerned about missing a school day in year 12
despite being a regional medalist over several years. I think he will find it even more stressful
missing a school day in year 13 just before his A level exams.
Many schools and colleges will not authorise absence for sports events. It also puts pressure
on students to miss learning and parents to take time out of work.
Taking a day out of school is never a preferred option for me.
Depending if the school day interferes with public exams
School should not be compromised
This should be done over two weekends. A school day should not be included.
My son will be working so would not be able to compete on a work day and a lot of schools
and colleges would not authorise this
Due to educational impact.
It would be very difficult for those swimmers who have exams to prepare for.
As above
Difficulty trying to get the absence
from school and work approved, Particularly with exams imminent. This would make the
competition unfair for those who can’t attend, particularly if the swimmers main event/s for
national qualification are on the school day.
Asking children to take time off school during GCSE and Level is unacceptable
School is always more important than swimming
Too long not enough recovery time
My Son's school support high level sport
Not acceptable to use a school day especially for GCSE and A Level students.
It wouldn't matter for me, but I think many parents and schools would not be happy about
taking a swimmer out of school for a day
Swimmers should not have to miss school for the championships, especially as many will
have exams to sit/ prepare for.
Exams seriously 😐 not helpful
School had moderations and mock exams at this time. Parents, coaches and officials will
struggle to get time off work
This makes more sense for so many reasons including more swimmers, less expense, over in
one weekend. One day off school is fine.
Whilst my child will not be taking GCSE exams on the Friday in 2021 she may well have an
exam that falls on that Friday in 2022. It is unacceptable that she will have to make a
decision between missing an exams and swimming. I am sure other children, whilst may not
face this issue in 2021 could face this issue in years to come.
Extracurricular activities should not impact schooling as the affected learners would have to
find time within their already stretched schedules to catch up with missed schoolwork.
Using a school day means that swimmers who qualify will miss out on important learning and
will need to catch up with missed work.

Whilst i woudn't mind missing a day of school i still believe the chance of qualifying will still be
relatively low.
I agree with Swim England, a school day is a school day.
Missing school is never good, but the current rules for missing school for most schools
includes allowances for 'representative sport'. Region would have to ensure that all schools
are content to agree that the regional championships are a good enough reason for
authorised absence otherwise some swimmers could be excluded when there requests are
refused - or indeed parents could be fined for taking kids out of school without agreement.
Not idea to miss a school day close to exam time
Obviously not everyone would have to take the whole day off school - only those people with
an event on Friday, however I think we might struggle for officials given that Friday is a work
day.
Losing a Friday from School for a sports event is something a school would happily do for
their own team. It should not be and issue for high level swimmers.
What gives swimming the right to use a school day? swimming is a keep fit pass-time. It's
wrong, I think, that swimming considers itself so important that it can take kids out of school.
Again perspective has become lost I think.
As the kids are schooling age I believe we shouldn’t give them the sense that swimming is
above their education. And similarly not make them feel guilty that they are prioritising
swimming when they should be in school. This set up puts unnecessary pressure on them
and parents. Thanks
Do not agree with missing school as many in this age group have important exams
I won't miss school
Impacts too much on education, especially for those in year 11 and 13.
Some schools would not allow time off and kids should not miss their schooling especially
after these weeks off due to the Corinavirus.
Not really good to have a day off from school especially for those who have exams.
Using a school day is difficult for parents to volunteer and come out of work as well as difficult
for students to be let out of school for a day
I would have to also take Non competing swimmers who are unable to be left at home Out of
school. As parents both work and although 1 will take annual leave the other works shifts that
are outside of school hours
Shouldn't impact school days (or the working day for volunteers).
Cannot take students out of school so close to start of exams.
I can’t miss a whole day of school
School days should never be used
Can’t eat into the school day, especially considering this is exam season
Swimmers at this point in their education cannot be expected to take a day off school; many
volunteers/officials (and parents) will be working; logistics of family life where other children
are at school especially for families needing to stay overnight.
Missing a school day is unacceptable, especially for these older swimmers. Difficulty finding
officials on a working day. Difficulty with care for any other siblings who are not at Regionals
(potential overnight stay, but other child is at school on Friday?)
Too many events In one weekend for those who have qualified for several events
Despite not going to school, I work full time as do many coaches this would make it
undesirable especially to me as I would have to book leave to compete. I have to do this with
many other galas meaning I have no actual holiday for myself.
I won't be able to take my two children out of school to compete.
Could impose on GCSE prep
I don’t agree with competing on a school day.

As a teacher, parent and official I would not be happy with this on any level. Unfair on
swimmers who have imminent exams, difficult for parents to be able to take the additional
time off work even if swimmers are allowed the time by their school (Which in the majority of
cases they wouldn't be as the schools would not class it as an accepted reason for absence
meaning those who choose to compete have black marks 're attendance which could impact
uni/job applications)
Some swimmers would have to get the Thursday PM off school to travel to the venue to begin
racing Friday.
The Friday is undesirable as there are those who will miss out on vital education or potentially
miss exams for the races. I also feel making the event last 4 days makes everyone more tired
as it means longer waiting periods between warm ups and racing.
Would be too many events over consecutive days = too tiring
Missing school is too much for people who have exams, especially at this time as it will be
very close to exam season
Little impact on uni students.
The majority of schools will allow for this. I am yet to meet another swimmer who hasn't, at
some point, take time off school for a swim meet/swim camp. Often many swimmers have
permission to leave school early so they can get to swim training in the afternoons or arrive
late from morning training.

Schools are generally very understanding unless it coincides with a specific exam. As a
university student on a sports scholarship, my professors usually set my exams and
coursework deadlines around my competition program. I know not everyone has this option,
but, it does show that education institutes are generally very flexible as long as
swimmers/parents/coaches communicate effectively with them.
1 day isn’t too bad, but it’s also a work day
from my point of view would not have a problem with this, many schools know they have
athletes and as long as they have notice and work needed to be done is sorted. only problem
is exams as I know regional clashed with Uni exams the last two years for my eldest daughter
and a this is a senior competition I don't think the University students are taken care of at all
and should have encouragement to stay in the sport.
Swim England has already said this isn’t acceptable and it isn’t fair that children should miss a
school day for this competition. It’s also a work day so parents will loose income on that day
Most schools do not support outbof school sport so would not accept this as an authorised
absence.
Interference with school and work schedules.
You cannot use a school day for a child doing GCSE’s
I don't think at regional level that schooling should be affected by swimming.
This is what was planned for 2020. It wasn’t a good option but we were prepared to support it.
I don’t think this is ideal, but it’s an option
I would favour this except timing means its too close to public exams for an age group sitting
them
Could not take school day off.
Schools will not necessarily support this.
With youngsters trying to juggle a huge workload in the run up to national exams and swim
training 6 days a week with 5.30am training plus evening swim & land training - losing a
school day is not acceptable in my view, and I would support Swim England's stance in this
matter

Is not going to get many more swimmers being able to compete and doesnt address that
issue.
Swim England need to adapt, and most schools recognise the achievement to permit one
day.
Increased cost of possibly having to use a hotel for longer (more days) and misses a day of
school.
Can't use a school day.
No way!
Makes a lot more sense. People can catch up on work they need to do and even though it’s
not ideal it is better than running the competition in Easter or not accepting people with a
realistic chance of making Summer nationals.
Would rather not have to use a working day
Having to miss even one school day can have a big impact as I am doing alevel exams that
year.

If it has to be 4 days would much rather 2 weekends
Should not expect children to decide over school
Not the greatest options as when swimmers are qualified for more events, they cannot
perform well in all of them
One long week end is not desirable as compared to juniors who do have a split weekend
youth and seniors have a much high fatigue level and would benefit greater from a rest period
where as juniors who don’t build lactic acid or fatigue as heavy get to spread there racing over
2 weekends it’s just backwards
Doesn’t suit distance swimmers and not good for those at school.
All dependent on what days I'm at Uni
Seems ill advised to go against swim Englands recommendations.
If A level or GCSE student , Most schools won’t allow day off .And schools doing lot of
revision at this point. Not all kids on study leave at same time .
My 2 daughters school will not give time off to swim .
May affect entry for some .
Missing school is not possible, those who prioritise school will be at a desadvantage
Too close to GCSEs and better over two weekends.
My swimmers lose enough school time when having to travel to national meets. Missing
another for regionals isn’t acceptable.
Will allow for more swimmers to be accepted
They already miss enough school for British Champs and Winter nationals etc and it us not
acceptable to miss more school days so close to GCSEs and A levels.
You should never ask a swimmer to miss school, especially as so much school missed due to
Covid. 19. I cannot believe this is even an option.
Travelling from Jersey, financially this a good option for us.
I would struggle being a teacher myself in my 1st job!

What is your view of option 3 - Run a 4½day event over the Easter weekend
(Thursday to Monday)?
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Responses

Preferred
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Undesirable

Unacceptable

Takes away an opportunity (usually swimmers would do regionals and an Easter meet to
qualify)
A long time for a championship. Swimmers, parents and coaches have other priorities in their
lives.
I have ranked unaccetable as several of the regional clubs traditionally use this weekend as
the main source of their annual income. If this was not the case then I would change my
comment to acceptable
We have family abroad and this is a valuable school break, we would miss regionals.
Critical study time for those with exams coming up. Also many families take holiday at this
time
Too early
The event would be too long and incur great costs for travelling/staying over and in some
cases may end up with only 1 swim each day. Kids get too tired being poolside for long days
and all weekend making the results not very productive.
Better to do this as children are not missing school.
Clubs needs this weekend for their own revenue
It’s better than two lots of travel, though.
Yes, this would be acceptable.as long as you can get officials
Impact for clubs that run Easter meets for qualifying
This would give me time to study.
Many families are away on holiday
The 4 days great but as Easter changes each year, would mean constant change of date.
Would mean closing date changing affecting attending meets. We would be at a
disadvantaged as not able to get to any long course meets if Easter was to be early. Counties
would be only chance that year to get times
Holidays
Takes up the whole Easter w/e

This makes good sense other than it means you wouldn’t get to celebrate Easter with no
swimming members of you family. Uses a long weekend of work and takes away an
opportunity to rest and recharge
Clashes with a Bank Holiday- prime time for some to be taking family breaks together
Biggest income generating meet for our club on this weekend
Easter weekend is spend with family not around a pool
Will however struggle to get officials as school holidays and Easter people potentialy away (
particularly after cancelled holidays this year)
It’s to early
not great as a holiday weekend - and will impact opportunities to participate in team events eg
tours/training camps/meets in the easter holidays
Easter is too early for the champs. They might also clash with the British champs and Olympic
trials in 2021
Easter is often a time that swimmers are with family. It is also a weekend for clubs to run their
own sessions.
The swimmers who would qualify for 6 or more events (especially the 200 fly or 400 IM) would
be exhausted!
In Hampshire the schools last day of the Spring term is 1st April therefore the Thursday would
be a school day as Good Friday is on 2nd April
Hard to lose 4 days of revison in one go
Early in the calendar. Ideally should be later to increase chances/opportunities of qualifying
for national summer meet.
I think that the Easter weekend is too early in the national qualifying window and will again be
one long exhausting weekend where a large number of events could result in the
performances in the later races being below par.
Easter changes every year and can be as early as March. Seems too early. It will also be one
long exhausting weekend.
important religious event
Many families will be on holiday
Not good for clubs relying on holding their own meets. It’s hard enough to compete with other
clubs holding meets let alone loosing a large percentage to Regionals
A 4 day weekend of swimming is extremely taxing on a swimmer and would make the event
not enjoyable. Also missing two days of school is not desirable.
should avoid clash with Current easter meets
With a large programme of events. Not even as spread out as nationals.
Sometimes the Thursday is not a school holiday.
British Champs are normally held the week following number of swimmers from region qualify
for this , why impact their chance or make them choose , they still want to regain al qualifiers /
champion.
Normally Easter weekend is used for a LC meet anyway, so it would not matter if it’s
Regionals or another Level 1 meet, in my opinion. (Or would it be possible to take out 4 days
in the Easter holidays - question is does all Regions have one week of at the same time?)
Too early in the competition calendar (especially for those born late in the age band) and
doesn’t provide coaches with adequate time to prepare swimmers ....... also for those that
don’t make national times, leaves a very long stretch of training with few options of targets.
As long as it falls inside the National window
As above, this accommodates more swimmers and gives distance swimmers a marginally
better recovery period, depending on the event schedule.
However, officials may be difficult to find due to holiday period.

It would also only really be viable for 1 year, due to the ever moving dates of Easter.

It also could prove economically detrimental to many clubs who run big meets over the Easter
weekend as final regional qualifying events.
would it fall in the national window?
As a member of PNSC Committee this would effect our income and as this is our main source
of making any money for the club I can’t see us surviving another year without a fully
operational Easter meet.
Not fair to swimmers, swimmer’s siblings , Coaches & their families
Too early.
The club have a big meet and it would mean not supporting it.
Okay, more flexibility and in a school break
If this impacts clubs financially individually, it is not a good idea considering the loss made in
swimming due to COVID-19 crisis.
We are used to competing over the Easter weekend as it is always during the nationals
qualifying window and usually when the performance swimmers are being peaked to perform
at their best.
The club runs an easter meet so it wouldn't work
This would effectively remove a chance for swimming within the qualifying window, as many
clubs have meets on this weekend.
Other comps are happening at that weekend.
I think this is best
With easter moving each year would this always coincide with national window?
We usually gala that weekend anyway
This is good as it makes it easier for swimmers to attend without worrying about school or
learning commitments. This is also a better option as events will be better spread out
motivating swimmers to qualify and enter for more events.
Another good idea. School and college would be on holiday anyway so leaves plenty of time
for studying unless this clashes with British champs and then this would be a problem
Minimal disruption to schooling and uses a time otherwise off of training.
Easter bank holiday is never the same weekend each year.
Re above! this is GCSE time and A level time. Easter is a time for celebration families actually
need time together!
Easter is not for swimming
Not really a choice we would like as family time
Many people use this time to visit family
Easter weekend is normally a target meet(Portsmouth Easter festival)
clubs could use bank holiday weekend for meets
This date clashes with the Welsh Nationals so swimmers will be disadvantaged having to
choose which event to attend.
Too early so would not give enough events to get qualifying times, and also people tend to
have family plans over the Easter weekend
The benefit of avoiding a school day is off-set by the impact on Easter Weekend meets for
some clubs.
This works well but hotels will be extremely expensive due to Easter so will be unattractive to
the poorer families

This is family time
This is usually the timings for British Champs
The religious beliefs of those swimmers who celebrate Easter as a holy period need to be
carefully considered. Best avoided if there are other alternatives.
There is currently no pool available and is also costly.
I do not wish to swim during the easter weekend i would rather spend it at home with my
family.
Accommodation costs rise. Also disproportionately affects other family members
Requires entire families to write off their Easter in support of swimming - may cause some
swimmers/parents not to compete.
The region will lose the opportunity of the traditional Easter meet for summer qualification
Brings it forward in the year so less chance to swim and qualify in a 50m pool
As you already stated many clubs already organise meets at this time and many people go
away during the school holidays/spend time with extended family.
This would be a strain on families of swimmers and volunteers. All regional swimmers are
committing to not having Easter holiday. It may also exclude some elements of the Christian
Community. Not convinced the public would be happy losing a facility either.
3.5 days is already too much.
You are right that it affects the cycle of training and preparation for nationals.
Most sensible an economical. Easier to prepare for. Helps smaller club with team spirit. Other
meets can be moved to freed weekend. If pools booked already consider 2022.
Easter weekend means no training for some clubs due to pools shut at usual training hours
(Fr-Mo) so swap training time for racing time.
Most clubs run regional chaser meets over the Easter weekend and this would cut down of
qualifying opportunities.
People have other plans for Easter and is sometimes the only chance to see family and I
some instances getting pool time.
Too greater impact on Clubs and families over Easter
In school holidays so perfect
Earlier in the season and a lot of people away over Easter.
It is a religious holiday for some people, meaning that they will not be able to take part
Long before exams start
Where is the mention of this being a major Christian festival? Taking up the entire weekend is
unacceptable. For those of any faith or none, Easter is a chance to visit or gather with family
or go away. The region should not make families choose between swimming and family.
Easter is a holiday, even if you are not Christian or religious, many people celebrate Easter
with their extended families. Swimming takes up a lot of weekend time and I don’t think that
the Easter weekend is acceptable for Regionals.
I remember doing this in the past, it brings regionals forward which doesn't work especially if
those have qualified for British championships as they seem to come straight after. As a result
all who have qualified could be competing almost 5 or 6 days in a row. I understand not
everyone qualifies for champs but to those of us who do and have a training plan having
regionals right before doesn't help.
Clubs can run their usual Easter meets on the weekends you've freed up by doing this.
A lot of swimmers would not be able to compete over a bank holiday weekend.
Will conflict with existing meets and Easter Holiday plans.
May be a little more manageable. Still excessive travel time but would enable better
participation
My home club is financially reliant upon its Easter Meet and would struggle to find the money
elsewhere in a year. There is an organisation in the south to make sure all of the clubs local

to my home club are in accordance with one another and so they would all find this option a
hinderance.
Easter is for family
this would be good for distance swimmers or swimmers with lots of events as they don’t have
to race lots of big distances packed into a small time frame
Would be too many events over consecutive days = too tiring
Uses up valuable revision time that could have been used.
Quite a few clubs run qualifying meets over Easter including our own
It would mean not being able to compete at both Regionals and British champs, as they are 2
major competitions very close together. Also it would mean missing out on a meet over the
normal regionals weekend because all other regions will be competing, so one less
opportunity to post times in the summer qualifying window.
Expensive accomodation over Easter.
I think this is the preferred option as it mirrors nationals more closely and it will not clash with
examinations at school, college, or university. It will also allow swimmers to have more
recovery between events as events are over more days. Furthermore, as nationals run over a
week, it will enable swimmers the opportunity to experience a more extended meet program
which some may not have experienced before. In providing them with this experience, it will
give them valuable insight into their performance over several days; some swimmers may find
a large program suits whereas others may decide to specialise. If they haven't experienced
this kind of competition before, how can they make this kind of informed decision?
A long time with no fresh air and it’s a family time
rules out easter meets for clubs and qualification opportunity for nationals
Easter weekend is for families. Also this year for example that would have clashed with
BPSIM robbing Para Swimmers if a regional event
Too early and not in the National Qualifying window for individual or relay swims.
Interfers with other easter meets.
To early, swimmers need Easter meets to get their times.
Easter weekend hotels more expensive and time to see family etc and be away from the pool
for once...! On the other hand I can see it’s a great time for a lot of people in that less time
missed from school, work etc so swings & roundabouts really!
Easter is too early and it could mean that at the end of the window when other regions are
running their Champs, there are no open meets for SER swimmers, therefore disadvantaging
them
Affects family holidays.
I concur with the Swimming Group on this option.
Same reasons as above, plus misses more school
Region and all, must come before interests of individual clubs.
It makes sense because of the days where nobody has school but most people don’t want to
be in a pool on Easter weekend.
One of the meets that we use for qualification for Regionals is the Portsmouth Easter meet this wouldn't be possible if Regionals were run at this time.
It’s a time for celebration and family!
Not a good option. British Champs?
Missing 2 school days... even worse! So many swimmers wouldnt be able to go
Same as previous
Same as above but would allow for more entries
Not enough recovery.
There are some great club meets over that weekend and it would be a shame to lose another
opportunity out to get qualifying times for summer nationals

I personally would not send swimmers as we would support our own meet over that weekend.
This would have an extremely detrimental effect on a number of clubs. Portsmouth Northsea
would support their our own meet that weekend over a Regional Championships.
Would be better than nothing.
Welsh nationals are usually over Easter weekend
Still disadvantages long distance swimmers and females.
Too early - we enjoy attending Easter meets, not enough time for qualification.

What is your view of option 4A - Split the
15/Over championships over two
consecutive weekends – spreading
events across all 4 days ?
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Acceptable if there is a weekend off between (perhaps do younger and older on alternate
weekends as better to race like this if have multiple events). A problem would be doing it far
enough in advance of May exam start time and pool availability.
See above
We are also at the 14/under. 4 full weekends would not be desirable.
Still gives more opportunities and eliminates need for time of school/work but more disruptive
for revision
With this before major exams this would take children away for revising for exams for two
weekends so not ideal.
acceptable though I don't understand why it is difficult for coaches to prepare swimmers.
Would be OK but potentially more costly
I think this gives the best balance of swimming vs education
Swimmer qualifies for one event each weekend? Totally unworkable; assumes that everyone
is wealthy enough to travel and hotel twice.
It would be able to let yr11 and 13 to be able to do exams and still have their full learning
along with still being able to compete at the events they have worked all season for
Fine
Ability to split 1500m and 800m
Also 400m and 400IM allowing rest and ability for swimmers to be competitive in all these
events if they qualify instead of having to make choices
Similar to the younger age groups. Would just need to be on different weekends to them to
allow family to attend and watch
This sounds a sensible idea. Can spread out the events and allow more swimmers to enter.
This already appears to work well for U14's Regional Competition
Good choice
Again bearing in mind getting officials on 2 weekend plus also under 14.
Prefer option 6
The short document doesn’t say ‘consecutive’ weekends. Has this option further changed?
Still prefer 2 weekends.

The added cost is outweighed by the fact that the swimmers would be able to perform their
best without being exhausted by over competing for many events in just a few days. Also,
more swimmers would get a chance to compete.
This would be the preferred option of 4A vs 4B as this allows for more rest between races for
those with multiple races and potential finals. I do recognise however that this adds to cost for
the individual.
I think that this is a good option because it is not too rammed every day and the fact that it is
spread across two weekends is great.
This option gives more space around events
Not the best option. Careful consideration would need to be given to how the events were
split
For people doing public exams running the competition over 2 weekends is unacceptable
Cost
Of travel to swimmers from the Channel Islands is huge already so doesn’t bode well with us
Why do it , people will just choose a weekend or selected races.
Also acceptable, as again all swimmers have better chance to attend all days.
Don’t lose any school time. Swimmers have time to recover between events. Can accept
more swimmers in the event.
No interruption to school, less risk of injury and fatigue from over-racing in an intense long
w/e, will hopefully allow for more qualifiers, and those with QTs may chose to swim more
events. For my swimmer, it will mean less time away, more sleep and more revision time.
It’s hard to taper for both events in that short a period of time.
Cost, plus loss of income from teaching.
If you have swimmers competing in Age Group and Youth Champs, you risk parent/official
fatigue, as well as a significant increase in cost for travel, accommodation.

This would also impact school/education as it would mean some swimmers missing either all
or part of 2 Fridays to travel to the events.
Why cant you alternate weekends with the 14 and under champs giving swimmers a weekend
break in between racing.
As long as it's at Wycombe. Crawley is isn't acceptable.
Too time consuming
Means travelling up twice
Not ideal but not as bad as some of the others but think coaches swimmers will find the taper
for this hard.
This would allow swimmers to perform their best, in my opinion. It allows them to focus on
events, as there is much more time (potentially) between events, and ensures that all events
are still completed in an orderly fashion. The main downside though, is increased pool hire,
and this cost will potentially be passed on to competitors through higher event fees.
If it allows more swimmers to swim I don't mind paying a little extra for tgis to work and
officiate/volunteer to support it's runnings.
The older performance swimmers will be peaked for the British Champs and adding to the
weekends at that time will increase the stress on their school work load. Also for small clubs,
this would increase the time away for coaches from their clubs at a time when most of their
swimmers will not be a regionals.
Not ideal for training.
This gives the greatest coverage for officials too as splitting out LD events could mean a lack
of officials attending if they're respective swimmers do not compete
Allows good spread of events and more swimmers

This is also a good option for most students although a minority (like mine) have Saturday
school. However this is the current set up for the Kent’s so it is not a bad option.
Swimmers could compete in more events spread over two weekends
Depending on which pool they were to be held in.

Post Covid 19 there is the potential for parent’s finances to be significantly strained and
swimming is already an expensive sport. For South Coast clubs travelling to Wycombe and
potentially staying over if swims on both days and both weekends could make it financially
unviable.
It will be harder to prepare for the second weekend
Better spacing of events. No impact on school days.
Perhaps similar format to the 14/u, but including the relays somehow.
Particularly difficult/challenging for “exam” age groups
I didnt have a problem with this, this year. But I believe there is the potential to clash with an
exam.
Same format as for juniors
Think it would work well like the 14/under championships. Also, due to the shorter window for
national qualifying it means that it won’t be as close to public exams.
Seems fair
Very expensive
Costs ...
Coaches and swimmers are used to split weekend events - for example, County Champs are
split over a couple of weekends.
Best option for getting more people involved
The increased capacity and avoidance of a school day make this a positive option in my
opinion. Regarding the impact on preparation it must also be remembered that a) not every
club has this difficulty and b) having a week of easier training between competition may well
actually be beneficial for many swimmers.
This could work
The spread of events and 4 days championships should improve swim quality, relay quality
and allow for more swimmers.
Just too long and too much expense
The 14/U currently split the Regional Championships over two weekends. Counties for us is
split over two weekend. It makes sense to propose that the 15/+ should be held at one venue
where swimmers can be familiar with over two weekend with at least a weekend break in
between as would have been the case if the 14/U Championship took place this year.
Allows acceptance of 30% more swimmers with the potential to achieve qualifying times. A
similar approach at the county level seems to work well except for the cost implications
indicated.
Avoids using a school day and increases the number of swimmers taking part by 30%.
Consecutive weekends of racing makes it harder to recover.
Increase in costs, difficulty to prepare and organise.
A better option than question 6 or 8
Most of our swimmers in this age category are used to racing over 2 weekends
2 separate set up and pack up routines.
I think this will spoil 2 weekends rather than one. Not a good alternative.
This is how other regions are doing it. It also gives them enough recovery time.
Tough on coaches who cover Youth and AG = potentially 4 weekends in a row

This sounds good.
Counties are held over two or more weekends and because we know in advance plans can
be put in place.
Think this works well as it will open the meet up to more swimmers bring be able to qualify.
This seems to be the 'fairest' option and despite some reservations, it makes sense to enable
30% more swims without significantly changing the programme or structure of the Region.
This option is similar to the bucks county championship and works well
Seems by far the simplest and best option. The 14/u has operated like this for some time.
This option will take too much time so close to start of exams
But tiring for swimmers and parents and leaves no time for other activities /schoolwork
But Cannot just before exams start
Two consecutive weekends is too tiring for and disruptive of families (and officials) trying to
manage home life, home work with two consecutive weekends taken up. Similar to B&SB
Counties but those are not over consecutive weekends.
Similar to BSB Counties (2 weekends) but consecutive weekends is not ideal. Tiring for the
children and officials plus, trying to manage schoolwork and homework with 2 weekends
away is far from ideal.
Could work just means that regionals would take forever to be over, especially annoying
depending on where you're traveling from. Some of my club prefer to stay so it could just cost
them more money especially with the times being so difficult that they could be going up for
one event a day.
This would be ok but is not the preferred option.
Fine - allows rest
More participation however you will be asking swimmers to take multiple days off school to
arrive at the venue in a timely manner
This is an acceptable option as it relieves many of the time pressures usually faced when
cramming the events. However, those using weekends to revise for upcoming exams may
find this too time consuming and will not be able to commit to the championships as fully.
No one likes change and should stick to the same weekend
this is good so there is an opportunity for rest
This would cause a more laid back approach to the competition, and allow students to be able
to plan well how they are going to revise.
Nicely spreads out events.
For me, this would be more challenging because, as an older athlete, we tend to target one or
two races. If they fall on different weekends, it can make planning training cycles more difficult
for coaches, and optimal performance at both more challenging as an athlete. Personally,
when I do back-to-back weekend competitions, I find one is significantly better than the other.
Good option.
if this means more swimmers can be allowed to swim
Yes this would work but would also have an impact on two weekends away, plus the number
of competitors to qualify against would remain unchanged.
Too expensive & too much travel
Has to be the best option to increase capacity. We’ve had years of competing over two
weekends at Crawley with the age group Champs, so is this really such a bad option. It also
means swimmers could choose to miss a day or weekend if they wanted, but opens up the
competition more generally
Least worst option and is how BSB County Champs are organized at Wycombe Pool in
January.
I feel still some issues with those taking exams and having two weekends away from revision
An extra day would mean more people can qualify and it doesn’t use any days of school

This would be easier for people who race a lot of events as 4 days consecutively may be
quite stressful.
Hard to be in good condition two weekends in a row.
It is what we currently do for Counties in February & it works well.
Think this is fairest option to swimmers
Other of my top two options
Too time consuming & expensive
This would work better, it will split races
Perfect scenario more entry’s longer time between races are more entry’s making it more
competitive
But would prefer 1500 one weekend and 800 the nedt.
Two weekends works for U14s so why not 15/Over? Allows recovery time
This would be too expensive and it would be uneconomical due to have to travel a long way 2
weekends in a row
This could be an option but the financial implications on parents in what is already an
expensive sport would likely be unsupported by parents.
This would be ideal for most groups involved and provide an option to balance the recovery
time forlonger races. We would be very happy with this
This works well for the U15 competition, and Spring Counties, although of course those
weekends are not consecutive.
Two weekends like the younger U14 group would be better but please split the 800 and 1500
events
Would that mean we have 4 straight weekends of regionals with age group as well?
This would allow more swimmers to enter and would Allie existing swimmers to spread their
events and hopefully perform better.
Much fairer
Travel costs etc high from Jersey & would actually mean more days off school to travel.
This would be ok, but 4c best I think.

What is your view of option 4B - Split the
15/Over championships over two
consecutive weekends – male one
weekend; female the other?
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No rest between events for swimmers who do a bigger programme, loose team spirit etc
Seems a bit ‘Victorian’ !
Swimming is a social sport including close cameraderie with boys and girls. It would not be
popular.
Financially viable but may not aid swimmer in obtaining best times for higher champs.
Therefore, swimmers may enter fewer races than qualified for.
Not enough recovery time between swims for some of the kids who qualify for multiple events
Potential of too many events in a condensed time therefore reducing the benefits of going to 4
days
If they are split into boys and girls then how do they rest in between their events? Without the
break for the girls events then they could be racing back to back at times so at a
disadvantage if tired.
Not ideal as the kids would not have a rest before there next race if they qualify for lots of
races.
too many races for some swimmers, means they may miss out on opportunities just because
they live in the SE
Difficult for swimmers who qualify for lots of events. If take this option it may be worth
considering restricting each swimmer to a maximum number of events.
Minimising disruption to children taking xrucual exams has to be the best option
This should reduce travel. A bit sad to segregate, though. One would inevitably become
“Regionals” and the other “girls’ regionals”. Careful marketing could make this manageable.
Would be good as less people and travel/poolside space/warm up would be more practical
and better
Yes, equally fine
Causing too many swims over same week end especially for distance/400m+ swimmers
I would potentially be swimming a lot of events in a short amount of time not giving me
enough time to refuel and recover.
Does not have a significant enough increase in swims over other options available.
Having 2x boys excellent as girls events are twice as long so we would definitely not be there
as long
Recovery time is very important

This makes it harder for clubs to get the volunteers they may need. Also means swimmers
can not support their friends if opposite sex.
Rest between races is important and have alternating races for genders is useful. I’d rather
see age groups split up (eg. 15 & 16 one weekend and 17+ the other weekend) than a gender
split
Subject to 2 swimmers from same family now being split.
I have a boy and a girl
Too many consecutive events if there isn’t alternate gender events
Again, it would be detrimental to those entering many events.
This is unacceptable because as swimmers there will not be nearly enough time between our
events and if they are all crammed into 2 days with heats and finals it would be exhausting
and not possible to compete in all the events wanted. Additionally tapers would have to differe
across the squad to account for different regionals.
Not enough breathing space between events if you qualify for quite a few, as everything is
crammed into one weekend (for an individual). Too much in one go.
Too many events back to bs k for 1 sex, will mean they can’t swim all their events due to
tiredness.
Not fair in children with lots of times as will have to choose to swim less or may struggle to
perform their best if their races are too close together
This may be acceptable if you need to limit the overall number of swimmers in attendance.
This would split up the teams, girls and boys from clubs want to support eachother.
Too many races for swimmers who compete across a number of events. Also, believe it's
much healthier for the boys and girls to compete together.
Don’t feel it will work
Events would be too close together with a large programme.
Why?
I’m not sure how this would affect swimmers performance, as it could be to intensive.
Probably not the best option in my view.
Swimmers will not be able to enter all the events. At 15/16 many swimmers have not yet
decided what their event is so like to compete in a variety of events. They won’t be able to do
this over 2 days.
Swim comps should also be fun, a chance to catch up with friends too, this arrangement is all
the intensity without the social prospects, which I think will be unpopular with the swimmers.
Good idea as long as there’s adequate rest between events
As above
Again, for distance swimmers this would put them at a significant disadvantage compared to
every other region in the country.
It is very difficult to peak for 1500m then swim 800 m in quick succession.
Not enough recovery time between races and discriminates against multi even qualifiers
A lot of swimmers enjoy and stay in the sport because they see friends at meets. This could
have an effect on participation long term.
Not good for team morale particularly for smaller clubs and very time intensive for Coaches
Crazy idea.
Races will be too close together.
Worst idea of any.
While acceptable, this may only be beneficial if there are a roughly equal number of male and
female entrants into the championships

it wouldn’t give girls enough rest in between and it wouldn’t be right being just girls there all
weekend. it would also be unhelpful for training as one group will taper a week ahead of
another
For small clubs, coaches could be attending several weekends with very few swimmers at
each.
Events too close together. Lessens team spirit.
Not enough recovery time
Too many races in one weekend
Events will have little recovery time between
This will really be unacceptable as it means all events are compressed into one weekend.
The worst of all the options in my humble opinion.
Swimmers would then have to do all there events over one weekend. Better to spread events
out otherwise swimmers can only compete in minimal events
The swimmers won’t be able to have breaks between the events
Too many events in a short period / without alternating events male/female - not enough
recovery time
Events would be too close together for multi event qualifiers.
Depending on timetable could have very limited recovery time post swim and warm up for
next race
Kind of ridiculous really. You may as well segregate the sport. And for families with boys and
girls you are extending their time at the gala. What about coaches and officials as well this
makes it much more gruelling for them, given that you struggle to get help anyway this will
only exacerbate it.
Swimmers at this age look to support from both genders
It would be a real shame to split males and females, I don't think they'd like it.
Also seems fair
But not enough rest in between races ...
Too many events in one weekend. Reduces team spirit
Female races will be too close together.
Too many swims especially for long-distance swimmers
Does not enable sufficient recovery time for swimmers. Difficult for parents with male and
female swimmers.
Happy with splitting over 2 weekends, but undesirable for swimmers to have less space
between events
The downside here is the loss of camaraderie for swimmers by having it gender based.
This could work
A lot of events over 2 days
This seems very strange, not an option for inclusivity
I would rather have a mixed Championship split over two weekends then have it exclusively
divided into male and female weekends. Having mixed Championships brings balance. It
also makes it far less intense - more recovery time; better camaraderie etc. I have a boy and
a girl who both qualified for regionals this year and it is nice to be able to travel to the
championships together and have support for each other.
Except for the lower rates of acceptance compared with 4A and limited recovery due to
events being close together
Condensing the events into a single weekend puts a lot of pressure on an athlete.
Too hard, not enough recovery
Avoids using a school day, increases participation but with not enough recovery for
swimmers.

The girls racing offers people a break fro their races so thy aren't finishing one race and going
straight to marshalling for another.
Would make the event unique, not for the right reasons
Too many events in a short period would cause capable swimmers to choose which events leading again to possible under-representation at nationals.
Insufficient recovery time, especially when it comes to finals.
Less recovery time between races
This could possibly work but puts pressure on families with children of both sex who swim and
also pressure on getting enough officials for two separate weekends.
2 separate set up and pack up routines
This is actually a good idea. The length of the competition could be cut significantly and
families can get back on with their lives.
Tough on coaches who cover Youth and AG = potentially 4 weekends in a row
As a club the kids like to support each other whether they are male or female and if you are a
parent with one of each that would mean two weekends.
Most swimmers support each other in a squad environment to gender split them is not good
for squad spirit.
The reduced recovery time is an issue.
This puts the races closer together making it more difficult to recover in between events
Personally think mixed events are best. May be challenging on the volunteers front.
There won’t be time in between races to rest which means you would be swimming constantly
without the other gender inbetween
My daughter is long distance swimmer, so potentially would be do 1500, 800, 400 and 400
IM all in the same weekend
Would make the weekends shorter , so not ideal but acceptable
I feel that the segregation of swimmers would take away from the unifying club spirit at
regionals
See the comments about 4A which also apply. Downsides of consecutive weekends apply.
Also, multiple events in proximity will disadvantage swimmers in multiple events.
Not ideal with all male/female events. Many families will be involved in both weekends (see
comments for 4A above) but if not, less rest time for swimmers between events.
I like kids mixing with the opposite sex. Swimming is one sport where kids mix. I’d hate to
change that
I would still want two warm ups at least, there tend to be more girls anyway so splitting the
warm up mesns we can actually warm up properly instead of being squished like sardines in a
can, and it becomes a free for all where people tend to get injuries.
Reduced recovery time is a bad idea. Better to have boys and girls compete on same
weekends so they get recovery time.
Again, travel and parental expense but a very viable option. Like it
For competitors with many events this is completely unreasonable as they will be competing
at high intensities without adequate recovery periods. It no longer becomes a championships
but rather an endurance event. It also divides the teams and that has an effect on the teams'
morale.
Too many back to back events , meaning people will not swim as well as they could.
Unnecessary, and the competition will be too crammed.
Limits events
It would lead to multi-venters suffering because it would be near impossible to compete in
many races back to back.
Too little time to recover between events.
From an athlete perspective, if this allowed more competitors I do not have an issue with this,
but it would be strange not having the men's event in the program, and I would be concerned

about recovery time between events.

For a coach, I can see how this may be a bit more difficult in terms of training cycles. Smaller
clubs may not have the lane space to accommodate for preparing two different regional level
competitions. Usually, smaller clubs have fewer qualifiers, so one lane is allocated nearer
competition day to prepare athletes appropriately. If coaches are preparing for multiple
regional events in close proximity, it may be more difficult as more than one lane may be
needed which smaller clubs may not be able to access.

Might be no time to recover for some
little rest between events
Wouldn’t be enough rest between events
This would just make the swimmers swim back to back races with less rest.
Lack of recovery time for athletes.
Too congested for swimmers who qualify for multiple events - not enough recovery time
between heats or finals. Good swimmers would end up not swimming events they would
ordinarily do
Next year youngsters will be on a path that could lead to the Olympics for which may be their
only shot - the reduced recovery with close run events even for well trained swimmers from
Guildford, Oxford, Wycombe et al is in my view not on.
What's going to happen to team spirit? All girls in one venue....wow
Perish the thought! The mixed aspect is one of our main advantages over other sports.
Not sure how this works with regards to rest between events in multi event swimmers.
Events would be quite close together and some swimming families may have a son and a
daughter (having to go both weekends with each child)
Swimmers to to have recovery time after each event in order to perform at their best.
Will cause a split between Genders and clubs. Also hard for men/women to swim event after
event.
Not enough time to recover between events.
Limits # of swims per swimmer
My least favourite option
So many people would be swimming back to back races. Too many events in one day.
Why would you do that? We would rather see mixed swims
It would make back to back races and that is by fair the worst idea
Best option for all. Gives more swimmers the possibility to qualify.
While there aren’t mixed events swimming is a great opportunity for both genders to
appreciate each other’s achievements/talents. We want women’s sport to be on an equal
footing to men’s so seperating them this way would be counterproductive to that
This reduces costs, and I feel is the best option
Back to back events would mean swimmers either over racing or having to be selective in
their events based on the programme which seems unfair and counter productive for
promoting multi event swimmers.
Lose the social aspect which is also important if you split girls & boys up
Too much - for those who qualify for multiple events
Don't really like this as the density of events would be too high.
Races too close together - min rest for those who are multi stroked

Would be damaging to team spirit and would affect the overall championship atmosphere
At Kent's swimming male and female together was a disaster for females
Events too close together for those swimmers who will qualify for a high number of events.
Too much in 1 weekend for some swimmers.

What is your view of option 4C - Split the
15/Over Championships over two
weekends. 3 day competition for all
50m/100m/200m/400m events + 2 day
competition for 800m/1500m/relays?
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If it provides more entries it is a possibility but not preferred. We do this basically in our county
and it can work well again providing there was a weekend off inbetween
Not sure if sufficiently increases the number of distance swims?
This is my preferred option. It maintains the high level of competition and opportunity to meet
a wider group of swimmers, plus allows for 30% increase in capacity and will actually be nicer
for swimmers who target the long distance events too as it allows them to compete in these
without knackering themselves for other events.
Would work and be practical for those in relay only events
Not necessary. Could be long travelling and costs for potentially one ten minute event.
This would be good if one of the weekends was a bank holiday weekend.
though I don't know how the 800/1500 is currently split and the implications of it being 24hr
apart.
Seems a good option and providing 30% more capacity seems reasonable.Any less than plus
30% is not enough.
Would at least split longer races and sprints. Same problem of multiple travel costs though.
Impractical for school and racing
Yes please x
If balance of swims is achieved and does not over burden distance swimmers
Difficult though if you do long events. Should 800 one weekend, 1500 other maybe as first or
last events of the day
I believe it’s best option
If your swimmer has made both events this is a lot to do at a high level across two days
not sufficient recovery time for those in long distant events
To much to ask of a child who can do both
Not totally sure of the difference between this and option 4A
Again, it would be detrimental to those entering many events.
Takes up lots of time
This is acceptable provided the three day weekend is over the bank holiday and not a school
day

I think that this is the best option because it allows the most time (5 days total) and allows for
more people to qualify. Having competed in the age group East Regionals which is spread
across 3 days and without relays (I did not compete in 800 or 1500 there), I think that in 3
days there is definitely enough time to complete the 50s 100s 200s and 400s without it feeling
rushed. Additionally, the final weekend of 800, 1500 and relays would be good because,
although the 800 and 1500 are on consecutive days, there would not be many other races to
worry about, so it would be a more viable option.
This option allows the most time and space around events, with thought given to the longer
events. It also allows 30% more swimmers to qualify.
Distance swimmers should NOT have to choose between 809 or 1500 not fair .. you wouldn’t
make a sprinter choose between 50 or 100m
Sounds like the most common sense approach
This would be better than current situation.
Back to back days of 800/1500m ....swimmers will choose one or other.
It could work as well I think. I can’t see why, maybe Could be a very long day for the officials...
Would be a lot of events in one weekend. Not really sure have two distance events on
consecutive days would be a problem though.
It’s a lot of potential time commitment for the exam kids, and expensive for families needing
hotel accommodation to attend
As above
This would only be fair, if you split the distance events over both weekends, as occurs for
example in East Region.
Swimming 1500 & 800 over 2 days is not acceptable and does not provide a fair comparison
with the events in other regions across the country.
Men and women can swim both now, that is a lot a Milage for junior athletes
You may struggle yo get officials for distance and relays.
My second preferred option
Will be very hard for distance swimmers to have their races in one weekend.
2nd preferred option.
If it allows more swimmers to swim I don't mind paying a little extra for tgis to work and
officiate/volunteer to support it's runnings
Adding more weekends is not desirable for smaller clubs and swimmers who spread
themselves over long distance, short distance and relay events.
Puts distance swimmers at much larger disadvantage
This option offers a very positive and balanced solution to the problem. Although the long
distance events are together, it is possible to continue to train for these events, unlike the
tapering for the shorter distances. Swimmers will have to attend two weekends but the long
distance/relay weekend won’t be as time heavy for those revising for public exams.
2nd best option although officials maybe an issue
Assuming this could also include the U14 long distance events to also reduce stress on that
competition programme.
Without understanding how this will be scheduled it may still put the swimmers at a bit of a
disadvantage.
Still too much on the 3 day weekend for the non long course swimmers.
This will disadvantage long distance swimmers further.
Reasons above
Only if the three day competition is a bank holiday weekend and isn’t using a school day.
Exam age groups could have more freedom of choice between sprint and distance races particularly if difficult to attend both weekends.

Again you are expecting coaches and officials to split over two weekends. We have enough
weekends given up to swimming as it is. And it expects swimmers to come over multiple
weekends again. There are actually swimmers who compete in the distance and middle
distance and relays
Anything that means that I do not have to sit through heats of 800m and 1500m works for me.
Sprinters don’t have to wait through longer events before their event
Again penalises long-distance swimmers
Harder for the long distance swimmers, but wouldn't effect me
I feel that this is the fairest option for everyone, particularly as many clubs do not focus on the
800m/ 1500m and so seems to benefit the majority, not the minority of clubs - albeit often with
the larger contingent of qualifying swimmers per club. Plus, it allows for an increased capacity
of qualifiers, which surely has to be one of the key drivers for any decision?
For long distance swimmers it's too much having 800m and 1500m over 2 days.
5 days is perhaps a long championships for regional championships 15/overs. Though
spreading the events out will allow for more swimmers and better quality in relay qualification
swims.
Better option than 4b
Increases participation by 30% but increasing the cost.
other championships have tried this approach and it works however i do prefer not having two
separate weekends of racing.
Level of volunteer support during distance sessions is always challenging
Costs. Might be more acceptable if relays were on the same weekend as the distance events
as less swimmers/families would be impacted by second weekend. pool availability may be
an issue?
A better option than 4a, but still not desirable
Not.ideal for long distance swimmers racing both events on the 2nd weekend
Given my experience of organising officials for long distance and relay events this would
almost certainly not work in terms of meeting licensing requirements.
Good look with getting volunteers for a 2 day distance meet. 1 day in Guildford was bad
enough.
Again - too big.
Acceptable option as it gives the swimmer a good chance to swim better and prepare for their
actual events.
There are already limited opportunities for swimmers to compete in the distance events within
the national qualifying window so this then disadvantages distance swimmers in SE region
further in terms of chance to qualify for nationals
Tough on coaches who cover Youth and AG = potentially 4 weekends in a row
Those that do compete in the 800/1500 will only do one race per day so will have rest in
between.
Long distance events on consecutive days not very attractive.
But tiring if you are doing both distance events and boring
Not great having 1500 & 800 in same weekend, is a lot. Kents did this with no warm down
pool was not good and came away with a shoulder injury
But cannot be a school day or a weekend just before exams
The best of the no.4 options, but there will be difficulties getting officials and volunteers for a
2-day long-distance meet. Other downsides already mentioned in your summary apply.
Likely to struggle to get enough officials for a weekend of distance events. Not ideal for
children doing 800m and 1500m on consecutive days.
Much better option.

Why can't 400m events be with the 800 & 1500m events. But I guess this way would be no
different to many other galas who separate the distance swims from the others. Also at least
having the relays on days there are fewer swimmers makes it easier on space.
OK, but not the best option.
But definitely tough on those who favour the distance races and will be swum in the relay
teams
As not all swimmers are competing in distance events at these championships, it would be
unfair to cram the shorter events into on weekend and have a separate weekend exclusively
for the distance events. A morning session where the distance events are swum before all of
the other events would be more acceptable, even if this means running the event across two
consecutive weekends.
As a distance swimmer, swimming the 800m & 1500m on consecutive days would be
frustrating.
Makes the competition too long for swimmers who do all of the events.
Reverse distance should have a recovery day or integrated into age group. Other regions with
better scheduling and weaker regions have more opportunities to swim. My lad struggles to
make 100 finals in South East (would qual for Swim eng) yet other regions he could get
multiple final swims.
For swimmers than compete in both the 800 and 1500 this isn't fair. At normal meets they
usually can only compete in one due to the fatigue and recovery, this would mean they have
one less chance to swim one of these events and post times in the window.
Nicely spreads out events.
Not a bad option but may be costly for some swimmers.
Thus seems fair if you have a distance swimmer who also likes the 200 and 100
A good option, and Good recovery time
however does put our distance swimmers at a disadvantage for recovery between and the
country lacks distance swimmers
I am not sure what impact this would have?
1500m and 800m events on the same weekend.
I have a male distance swimmer son. He’ll probably only qualify for the 400, 800 and 1500.
Others will be the same. It’s unfair to expect them to swim the latter two on consecutive days
It's an option but still not the best option.
Nationals already hold 800 & 1500 on consecutive days.
More days of competition would mean that more swimmers could qualify but distance
swimmers would have not long to recover for both events
Well, almost acceptable. Seems daft to have the split of events like this. A mix of sprints and
distance events for each weekend would be more sensible to allow for recovery time between
events.
Cost implications. Time implications. Again hard to be in good condition for both weekends.
Struggle to get officials for long distance as less swimmers
Still too overcrowded & difficult to qualify
What if swimmer wants to swim 800 as well as 1500? This won't work well
Majority of events on 1 weekend and very few on the other add 400 to that and it might be
acceptable but splitting the weekends by disabling means a higher work load in a shorter time
compared to option 4a as most swimmers in youth will be specialised and will only go to one
of the two weekends
I would still have to travel for both weekends so will have the same issues as discussed with
the other options
This could work but again financial implications and parents perception would likely be
negative.
Long distance swimmers forc3d to choose between the 800 and 1500.

800/1500 on consecutive days!
If this is possible but consider splitting events in a different way as the 800/1500 weekend will
struggle to get officials. Maybe put 50 m events with this weekend to increase numbers.
The increase will only be in the 800 & relays. There won’t be much increase for the majority of
swims
Also means without the relays in morning sessions the warm ups will be better
More swimmers accepted
Again 2 weekends of travel from Jersey. Personally with a GB National swimmer for 800 &
1500 events it would be preferable for those events not to be on consecutive days.
This is my preferred- more swimmers able to compete.

What is your view of option 5 - Seek
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Would depend where though due to travel costs but if increases entries would be better than
current schedule.
See above.
Too far to travel with accommodation becoming a must, affects the swimmers.
As specified this could be a futile and time consuming exercise. Wycombe pool is ideal for the
champs.
Too costly
LAC?
Additional cost of travel and accommodation potentially depends on location and timing as
presumably would have to work around another region
LAC seems an obvious choice
This ticks all the boxes and I believe already done by other regions.
More travel and cost
This weeks and means no one has an unfair advantage
As long as it is not too far away. We already have to incurr costs fror travel and hotel, as do
the channel islands
Travel time needs to be factored in to be fair to all competitors
Too expensive for many people, travel, hotel and food.
Why is the London Aquatics Centre not an option? A ten-lane pool should be built as a priority
somewhere in the SE region.
That is too far to travel which would increase the cost and take up too much time.
Travel to out of region meets. Ideally would prefer to be in state than out
Bristol is too far away.
You have said no pool available
Unacceptable cost implications
This is also a good option. More swimmers can swim in each heat. Downside cost of travel
hotels etc.
Much easier
Subject to getting officials.

See Option 6
what about london?
Too problematic re logistics
This will add to travel and costs
Depending where the pool is - it is a big region so might be too far for some people
As close as possible to the region but not ideal.
Having to travel to Bristol would be completely ridiculous because it would be very expensive
for everyone and is not convenient to travel to by any means.
Don’t want to travel out of the region for regionals. There’s enough travel as it is.
Would depend on travel.
Ideally try getting funding / fundraising for a pool to be built / extended in the region
Event should be held in our region
Makes travelling harder and more money
If possible.
Increased costs for all including region
There will be similar hotel costs involved even if pool is within the Region or not. If needed to
leave on Friday night that could be ok, but if needed to leave earlier on the Friday afternoon
then time out of school is required, which is not the best.
Would be concerned if that pool was Bristol as the journey on 2 weekends would be long. If
one long weekend that would be acceptable
This would mean greater costs for the swim families in terms of hotel accommodation and
greater absence from home/school to allow for travelling greater distances for the kids...... not
great for the gcse/a level kids.
London or Bristol
Too costly both in terms of time, effort and travel.
Depending on distance. We cant all afford to pay out for hotels. Bristol is too far. What's the
problem with the london aquatic centre?
Bristol is good.
I feel that the only 10 lane pools (London, Plymouth, Bristol & Cardiff) within accessible
reasonable travel distance for the region are accessible to me living nr Southampton but for
the likes of swimmers living in Kent and the Channel Islands it has to be accessible to a local
Airport. Also extra expense to parents for hotel costs and travel cost for officials.
Difficult to access I would imagine
Think this will be a logistical nightmare.
While it provides the needed capacity, it could lead to longer travel times than current. Kent
county championships use this model, and it currently means long travel times for clubs such
as Thanet.
To far to travel, cost involved, including overnight stays, food etc.
Kent is huge in swimming terms, highest qualifying times in the U.K. split the county and
demand a 50m pool in east Kent
Wouldnt mind travelling but if not feasible for clubs then maybe not best option.
It is already expensive travelling long distances and staying in hotels for a performance
swimmer who goes to summer nationals, British champs and winter nationals. It would make
competitive swimming even more out of reach to those on limited incomes.
A number of counties/regions now travel to use 10 lane pools such as the London Aquatic
Centre. This has cost implications for accommodation but many swimmers have these costs
anyway with the SE region being so vast.
Depending on where it is
To far to travel

Would be preferable if LAC but not Bristol - too far
Depends how far away as it’s so costly staying away for championships
This may be better if it helps with pool availability and if this means the events don’t need to
be compressed as above.
Depending how far we would need to travel and over how many weekends as costs to
swimmers could be high. If over Easter weekend would be good
Distance to travel - cost of a Accommodation etc
Given the limitations of accessing a 10 lane pool, this seems like a pie in the sky. Why doesn't
the region pull together and look into building one?
Not great for Region - why Bristol - London also has a pool.
It's a bit embarrassing if we have to swim Regional Championships outside of the region.
Costly and crowded
Apart from costs ...
Too costly and takes too much time
Swimmers and parents travel a lot for meets at best, so to add in another meet outside the
region would increase the burden and cost for all. Not a good reflection or perception on our
region if we can't stage our own regional championships.
Only if the pool is reasonably accessible.
Costly
Surely all decent pools will be being used every weekend
Then it's not Regionals
We should keep this within region for the benefit of the region.
significant increases in the costs of participation and meet regulations would need to change
to allow for access to a 10-lane pool in other regions
With only LAC being a viable option, I cannot see how London and SE regions could share
the available pool time.
Too costly for parents and the meet licensing rules will have to be changed to allow accessing
pools in other regions.
It would give people a good experience to race in a 10 lane pool most of which people have
not done.
Costs and would be a nightmare to officiate with no 'local' club to provide the backbone of
officials.
Cost of travel and staying out of region is not desirable.
Added time/cost of travel
Puts enormous cost pressure on just about everyone to travel long distances and stay in
hotels. Many people swimming at regionals currently still go home in the evenings.
The carbon footprint of this option is excessive as is the cost to individuals and clubs
We have a perfectly good pool already. The extra cost and extra time is unwelcome.
This would not only add to costs of entry but accommodations and travel
Not willing to travel out of the region as it's expensive to do so
Only acceptable if LAC due to travel
Too much travel involved and increase costs.
Not viable for many parents and the cost and travel implication.
Personally I don't think it matters whether the pool is in the Region or not (within reason).
Glasgow wouldn't be great!!
It would be good to have a 10 lane pool but it would have to be far away and may be difficult
for swimmers to get to
Distance to a pool, and costs as would need a hotel

Would mean a lot of travelling, but we do go to Portsmouth in the Winter which is a trek for
some.
More deserving children could qualify
Difficulties getting enough officials/ volunteers: we rely on those without children attending to
help and many will not be prepared to travel to Bristol (or similar). Increased costs to families/
clubs/ the region undesirable.
Increased cost for families to travel further and to stay over the weekend. May be difficult to
get officials if they have not got a child attending.
All swimmers and officials would have to stay overnight (even for one event)
Why should we have to travel out of our region for our regional gala (which isn't very regional
with the likes of some midlands and east clubs competing in our region). London would be the
only acceptable 10 lane pool for everyone in the south east region to reach.
Expensive, many swimmers would find it difficult to go to Bristol and it relies on being able to
the the pool.
Travel and hotels at time of GCSEs will limit participation opportunities
Likely to be a longer journey - impact on rest of family.
This is a good solution as it will allow more athletes to compete within the same time frame as
the regular regional championships. However the logistics - as mentioned - may be
unachievable for many as Wycombe Leisure Centre is considerably closer than Hengrove
Leisure Centre. As well as this, the meet licencing criteria makes this harder to deliver.
Would it be impossible to do a region-wide fundraiser to fund our own regional, ten-lane pool
with all contributors having equal shares in the pool?
Only 8 people in final at major comps so stick with 8 to make it more realistic
Too far to travel
If it means more swims and schedule spread out over more weekends for distance then I’d
select acceptable.
Too much hastle and cost.
I wouldn't mind this as I am used to travelling for competitions. But, I would be sad that we
couldn't use Norwich or Luton as I think they are both fantastic pools! Pools with access to
swim down facilities should also be considered as they are highly beneficial for recovery
(especially for older athletes).
Disgusting there isn’t one in region
too far away, though we could build one (wishful thinking I know)
Should be pushing the national governing body to get a 10 lane 50 metre pool built in the
region.
I thought they were building a 10 lane pool at Braywick in Maidenhead to replace the Magnet.
This pool was supposed to be ready by Summer 2020
Travel is a major issue already, some would be lucky some very unlucky.
Too expensive and not a long term solution.
Only depending on distance for each club
Depends how far away it was!
I don’t have a problem with the concept of this, as some counties do it anyway - eg Kent go to
London and Crystal Palace, Northants go to Sheffield. I would certainly travel to London or
Bristol if that’s where the meet was - Crawley and Portsmouth are over 100 miles away for the
northern counties such as ONB, so Bristol is actually closer. Yes it would mean more people
travelling a long distance, especially the eastern counties such as Kent but we all regularly
travel long distances for open meets, so why not for SER?
Given the exceptional circumstances in 20/21 and convince Swim England that Regions can
use a 25m SC pool for their Champs and problem solved "IN REGION"!!

The new Maidenhead Pool is a ten lane SC Pool already built, and which was due to open
this summer, and after a "shakedown" the grand official opening was I understand to be in
September this year - obviously this has all slipped but depending on what happens with the
rules on social distancing could be an option giving up to 25% more swimmers a "chance"
and without the cost of going down to Bristol.
Travel too far for many.
Costs are high enough in this sport already.
More swimmers could qualify as there would be 10 swimmers in each heat but there may be
higher travel costs due to travelling out of the region
Seems to be a very costly option for everyone involved. Would volunteers actually travel that
far?
This doesn’t make any sense at all.
Too much expense with overnight accommodation required.
Ok as an option but expensive for swimmers
Too far to travel and costs too high

Regionals should be in the region

We have plenty of good pools within the region, even if not 10lane
More opportunities
We should be encouraging investment in this region for 10 lane pool.
There is no way that this could ever be an option. LAC or Crystal Palace would be an option
that I think many may agree with but certainly not Bristol.
This would likely be very hard to organise with a number of Regions already running
Championships, we do have great facilities in the South East just 8 lane not 10 lane, it seems
a shame not to access our own pools.
Will have to stay there if far away and with gcse and A level kids this will be difficult instead of
swimming and going home to do work
Lets keep it in the region so it is cheaper for travel. Also campaign for a 10 lane pool.
It’s expensive enough!
Travelling
Will put a lot off
Would have a big financial impact and time impact. Wound it be over 3 days or 2 weekends?
Not a good option at all.
So far to travel that may need to miss school and this. Is unacceptable.
Depends where and the cost implications.

What is your view of option 6 - Split the
Region and run two parallel
Championships over the early May
weekend (14/under still operating as a
single event)
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This would provide many opportunities for more swimmers (lots more entries) would like to
see the options on how the region would be split but must be geographically rather than ability
due to issues of swimmers being in multiple locations perhaps even from same
families/coaches.
In addition I strongly recommend that medals be awarded (as they are in the east and west
midland separate regions now they are split) and have a south east east or south east west
champion (or something). As this is what makes it a championship rather than an open meet.
Other constraints are pool time, number of officials and volunteers and cost but with more
swimmers (essentially filling 2 meets) should be ok.
Lots of discussions needed and excited to be a part of it.
Preferred option if it increases the number of distance swims. Major championships are
always biased against distance swims, and it is these races that see the most variation from
qualifying order. My daughter was a Hampshire champion at 1500 free last year, but couldn’t
race competitively again during the regional window. With an obscenely low number of
qualifiers (10?) she didn’t qualify (11th ranked) which is embarrassing for SE Region and
demotivating for a champion swimmer.
If the software system can be flexible to cope - then I cannot object. My reservation however
is the divide. Whether it be east/west or north/south restricts swimmers in being able to
compete against closely graded competitors e.g.from Thanet, Wycombe, Guildford,
Sevenoaks, Portsmouth, Oxford. How would you seperate the areas fairly? If we were to
continue with medals for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places how would this be handled?
This isn’t my preferred option because I feel the Championships will lost some of their
prestige. Regionals is selective and allows swimmers to compete with a wider range of
athletes - Splitting the region would limit this and as such is not my preferred option. Option
4C allows for significant expansion of numbers, an improvement in the swim programme for
the swimmers plus maintaining more competitive opportunities for the swimmers and prestige
of the event.
How would the split ge defined? Could reduce competition opportunities for some
competitors, to raise their game.

This seems to be the option to allow more swimmers to take part and enhance chances to
qualify for national meets. Officials may prove tough but if this is surmountable then this would
be best option IMHO
Swimmers want to compete in real time and this divides the region and therefore has a huge
demand on officials
If you can give more swimmers who meet the standard the opportunity then this has to be the
preferred option.
Not ideal but better than not increasing capacity
Surely numbers of swimmers will only increase so this problem will become more problematic
each year.
The region is simply too big. The disparity between qualifying times in neighbouring regions
leads to wealthy families buying advantage by training mainly with a south east club (ours) but
maintaining membership of a Wiltshire one (Salisbury) so that their swimmer gets county and
regional experience that swimmers who are a lot better that he is simply don’t get.
This is a wealthy, middle-class, densely populated part of the country that produces a lot of
competitive swimmers. If total number of clubs, and membership levels suggest that a split
would be fairer, it should be done.
To be honest, though, there is unfairness everywhere: if we lived in Somerset or Devon, I’d be
gutted if my child were losing out to Millfield or Mount Kelly children who are equally cherry
picking where they swim and who they represent.
The Channel Islands, who punch way above their weight, would most sensibly be in the
south west, anyway. South East and South, or south south east and south south west would
also make sense.
As we are, promising swimmers get an unrealistically low sense of their abilities and potential,
because here in Hampshire they don’t qualify even for counties with times that in a
neighbouring county to the west would place them.
Yes please as long as deciding the champion is fair x
Would need to ensure parity with level of competition in both so that an A competition and a
B competition is not created
Would need also to ensure that events are balanced again taking into consideration those
swimmers who specialise in the longer distance events
Not a strong regional competition
A ten-lane pool should be built as a priority somewhere in the SE region.
This wouldn't be fair and would ruin the level of competition.
SER should consider working with London Region ( a very small region with a 10 lane pool) to
split some current SER clubs on outskirts of London into the London Region for 15 and over.
Happy with this if is needed.
Very good option if pool access
Getting volunteers and officials would be aa pick problem
Great idea !
This again would limit swimmers being able to support one another. Could cause problems
with volunteers.
Seasoned swimmers at our club are very good at helping swimmers who have not attended
events before. This mentoring and support may not happen depending how it is split.
Would be my 2nd preferred choice.

It is a massive region compared to South West so this could help, again subject to getting
officials and finding 2 pools suitable within or close to each championship.
The region itself is simply too big given the number of swimmers compared to many other
regions. Simarly Hampshire is too big - with swimmers not qualifying for counties but would
do if they were in Dorset. This whole issue needs to be addressed to better balance number
of swimmers across the UK. If this needs more sub-regions, etc. then this should seriously be
considered. More equality.
Yes yes yes divide into 2 definitely
Southern region and south east region there are plenty of swimming pools to accommodate
this which would help everyone including economy. Should have done this long time ago
Weakens the event and makes it too much like a county championship.
This will allow more swimmers and make the event more manageable
For this option to be viable, clubs would need to be matched with ability of swimmers to allow
high enough standard of competition.
Then it would not be the regional champs - more comparable to counties
By far the most preferred option. This would be fairest to all considering the numbers involved
in this region and equality with other regions
I think this is definitely a viable option, but it may seem more like a large county
championships rather than a regional championships. It would allow more people to compete
than any other option which I think is a good thing.
A split region could potentially feel like Counties all over again, with just a few extra clubs.
If this option goes ahead, careful thought would have to put into how the split is done so that
Regionals feels like a step up from Counties for everyone.
Not applicable to me yet but others may have children in both age groups.
Definitely don’t do this please!
Not good for officials and coaches
Not preferred though as swimmers should be swimming against all of those in the region
ideally.
This would be perfect, it would mean the event is actually regionals and those with a
consideration time actually have a chance of swimming.
This would address the fundamental problem which is the size of the region and would allow
so many more young swimmers to extend their season beyond Counties.
So two full sets of Regional Champions? Winchester Pool may hopefully increase your
options eventually.
Preferred would also be able to consider Winchester’s 50m pool.
Increased costs to region
Not liking this option at all. Competition might not be the same for the swimmers.
I’m not sure how this would work logistically but it could work. Our region has the harshest
entry times anyway.
The date is good. Would hopefully mean less travel. Still means my swimmer would cherry
pick her events as inevitably the 1500 will be on the same day as 200fly, but it’s the same at
Nationals so
Hopfully this will give more swimmers chance to compete
South and North, High Wycombe and Crawley or Portsmouth.
However, this does not address the problems that do exist at Age Group level too, especially
over distance events - as indicated in the response to the 1st option.

Simply split the whole region across all age groups, or redistribute clubs to other regions,
such as London (e.g Thanet is closer to London than High Wycombe or Portsmouth) or South
West.

The whole point of the event must be to provide a pathway for all swimmers through the
system. It should be a step up from County level to ensure swimmers have a purpose for
staying in the sport.

It is not an opportunity for the big clubs to make their elite swimmers turn up (who are already
highly ranked in terms of National qualification) and compete simply for points for top club.
What happens if kids are in both ages groups at different pools. Some familys only have one
car and they will want to support all their children.
It will be the same as county some swimmer lose quality competition from across the region
would eliminate completion and would just be super counties
Biggest potential increase in entries. Could have a long term increase in participation if used
every year.

Would having an A and B regionals work? (Similar style to British and English summer
champs) Top swimmers from across the region still get to race each other and still allowing
more entries in.
Even more preferable would be a formal division of the region and / or run on separate
weekends.
Provides the best opportunity for all swimmers and seems like the best choice
Is this in a 10lane pool as well or using facilities within each region Crawley. Portsmouth,
Wycombe. This would probably work best and give more swimmers the opportunity to
qualify, I line r e it’s other regions.
A very good option seeing as the South East is the largest region
Fantastic idea.
Should have done this years ago.
The region needs altering anyway as it is far too big and a very populated area. This should
be the long term goal and have south central and south east, which is how British Triathlon do
it. Hampshire as county (with the channel islands and the IOW) is bigger than some regions!!
I also think having the channel islands added to Hampshire is also wrong and they should be
added to Dorset that is less populated as for children trying to qualify for counties is harder
than regionals in many areas and it put the younger swimmers off as they think they aren't
very good.
More children get to compete.
Probably the best idea but I would prefer a complete split over all age groups. If both my
children swam elsewhere they’d be competing at a higher level
This looks like the option that will invite more swimmers and at the same time will not add to a
swimmers already busy calendar when they are trying to juggle school, exams and competing
at swim competitions.
This is the easiest option and has the least consequences for everyone. Also allows gives
more people a better chance to qualify for nationals and give people who can’t normally
qualify for regionals the opportunity to experience it

This is also a sensible option and one that should be given full consideration. Provided
suitable standards are maintained to make the championships competitive, splitting the SE
region would still give swimmers a big pool of competitors- as big as many other regions!
As offiials are always hard to come by this would put immense pressure on the system
Would make it easier to qualify
Would feel that this would also need to apply to the U14 championship. With both north and
south split operational as separate age group champs and come together for open winter
short course champs.
Allows more swimmers

Will be closer venue so hopefully won’t have to stay over and that will reduce swimmers costs
For team cohesion and to keep all swimming conditions fair and as uniform as is possible, the
Region should be kept as one single event.
Splitting the regional means its then not regionals.
Makes the most sense and allows the greatest number of swimmers with littlest impact on
education
With the expected Post Covid 19 financial impact on parents, swimming nearer to your home
base has the potential to be a far more agreeable financial option negating the need for
stopovers in local hotels etc.
Should stay as a single region for competitive purposes
Maybe alter the south east region rather than just split? Eg Isn’t Kent split between South
East and London? What if all Kent came under London?
Best option for our swimmers and important for their future development
This should have happened years ago! Tri spilts the region and it works well. look at their
split. I have two swimmers, one has always managed to qualify. Youngest qualified for
English last year and didnt qualify for regionals on an accepted time. Its ridiculous. This is
why the sport is leeching talent. There is meant to be a progression though
counties/regionals/nationals. In our county/region this just doesnt happen. at the moment you
can only get to counties/ regionals if you have a british national time. Any late developers are
fed up and are leaving in droves. I know loads of them. Give them a chance. London is int he
south east of england yet recognised their own problems and split. Imagine if they didnt and
were still competing. Having 12-18 swims in an event is ridiculous.
Only if split is location based (ie clubs nearest to Wycombe go there and those nearest
Portsmouth go there) and not split by ability of either swimmer or club.
The region is too big and has some very large clubs within it. I see logic in splitting it despite
the logistical challenges it will inevitably bring.
Could cause unfairness due to many reasons, such as all the faster swimmers go to one
causing a divide between standards and therefore the finals not being as fair at both. Also, if
most of the faster ones go to one but only a couple to the other, you are more likely at the one
with the couple of faster ones going to have an unfair split of who wins the medals
Seems fair
Would struggle to find officials
We barely have enough officials for Regionals as it is
Less opportunity for faster times to be achieved due to lessening the competitive field
V concerned regarding what the split would be/which clubs would compete where and the
worry that smaller clubs would suffer as larger clubs get a greater say in which pool they'd
compete at.
Can see this working quite well
This would be my preferred option, despite recognising the logistical difficulties regarding
officials, however it was not clear in the document as to how the split would be done. If, as I

believe it should be, the split was organised geographically, then I think this would be a
perfect solution: hugely increased capacity, no school day use, same format. However, if the
decision was to split based on club strength and run it, in effect, as a 2-tier championships I
would not support this at all.

Of course - and as there is no suggestion box, I make the points here - finals could also be
scrapped and heats for 800m/1500m reduced to 2 per event, which also have big impacts.
One also has to ask do we really want to be encouraging swimmers competing in every event
and finals given the impact on their bodies?
This would work best
Will give more swimmers who achieve times the opportunity to swim at regional level. Times
may be more in line with other regions
Feels strange to split the region ... appreciate it's the biggest but it halves the competitive
spirit
This option is logistically difficult for families with swimmers in both age categories and who
have other younger children and are unable to be at the pool for long periods of time.
Increases participation by 50%
Whilst the SE regional competition is one of the strongest in the country, it also massively
discriminates many swimmers. Whilst there is value to split the region, in my view this only
works if you split the u/14 event as well.
It doubles the number of swimmers competing which will motivate others to work hard and not
drop out.
This will give more people the oppurtunity to experience racing at a high level meet.
If this brings us into line with standards at other regional championships then that would be
good. Do we have more swimmers than most other regions? Consideration would have to be
given to whether we consider it as 2 regions or a single region via a 'virtual' competition for
the purposes of cups and records etc.
The next best compromise to option 7
Will allow more swimmers to qualify
If swimmers only have to compete at one of the two events then this is fine but probably not
the most competitive of environments conducive to results given that you are diluting the pool
of swimmers and again puts pressure on officials,
Suits the make up of the area not the lack of a 10 lane pool. We don't have one big city with
one dominant club. This solution would reduce the carbon footprint too.
Why not reduce the number of swimmers who qualify down to maybe 3 heats of each event.
24 swimmers in an 8 lane pool. The reason that this whole thing is so difficult is that you let in
so many swimmers that for example a 200 breast event takes 1.5 hours. Make is all smaller
please.
Everyone knows how ridiculously large this region’s coverage is. It is but right to subdivide the
region .
Again not really viable with doubling up of officials etc and pool availability.
Not good for the region will devalue the Regionals and lessen the competition, in effect
making a super counties.
The fact our Region is so competitive and full of strong performing clubs is a good thing. I
would hate to see a two-tier structure that would either divide the opportunity to compete
against similarly strong swimmers. Regionals is a significant milestone and this could result in
the equivalent of a 'Super Counties' which could mean less participation from Regional
qualifying swimmers at County level.
prefer option 6 as this appears to maximise the chances for swimmers to compete at regional
level

Triathlon is split into SE and South Central - follow a similar map / plan - many thanks for
running this survey
Feels very messy. Really only makes sense to me if you actually split the Region completely,
not just for the championships.
Possibly lead to hierarchical structure within region, de-motivate swimmers and clubs
Better opportunities for more swimmers
Yes this would mean that more people could qualify. But would would happen about the
trophies?
Could be an option
Agree to splitting the region but Not doing early May re gcse , so hard to answer and the 2
options shouldn't be together
A hierarchical system may develop, with a faster league and a slower league which is unfair
for all competitors that have qualified
Of the options to change the Champs this is the only realistic and feasible option which does
not have the major unavoidable downsides of the other options. It allows swimmers the
opportunities enjoyed by counterparts in other regions to compete at this level. There will be
challenges in getting volunteers/officials but hosting both events within the region means
there would be local officials who could be encouraged to help.
Best option. If it would allow more children to qualify, would be a good result. Keep the
competitions local, reduce travel and cost. Would have to ensure that the Regions are split
fairly to ensure that dominant clubs do not overwhelm the competition excessively.
Would you have two regional champions then? Because it would be unfair to think you've won
when at the other gala three people might have beaten you. It certainly helps me having
people to race against and if they are competing at the other gala means I might freak out to
what they are doing time wise, especially as results may take a few days to come out.
The map shared on Facebook by Amanda Ford summaries an almost perfect split for the
region. This is something that should have happened ages ago. It annoys me that swimmers
are winning medals in other regions that wouldn't even qualify for ours. That means we are
not catering for lots of swimmers in our region. I don't want to see standards drop of course
but equally we need to be offering fair qualifying times for our region not ones that are faster
than some swimmers qualifying for summer nationals
Best option suggested.
Lowers standards
Cannot see a problem with getting the officials if more swimmers are able to compete, easier
for everyone on the travel front if region is split appropriately, careful consideration of how to
split the region would be needed to ensure there was not a "hard" area and an "easy" one how would awards be made? Could it be area A/B champion and overall region champion
awarded after the weekend was over?
This would allow the championships to be completed as a whole race block rather than
segmenting it and making the timescale harder to manage for coaches and clubs.
Less atmosphere
This cannot happen, it will cause the faster swimmers in the region to be split up, therefore
slowing down how fast the regional championships is and it will mean there will be less top
end national qualifiers as they will not be able to push each other as they will be in different
competitions.
Depends how it would be spilt. There could be similar problem with “making finals” if strength
of region still very strong.
For certain athletes, this would cause regionals to become an extended counties. With their
main competitors in the region being in the other half.
Gives swimmers much more opportunity.
Option 6 would be acceptable as long as the two halves were fairly distributed and you didn't
have all the larger clubs falling into one area. For example, at the 2020 Cambridgeshire

County Champs, the entries and finals predominantly came from by two big-city clubs,
Cambridge SC and COPS SC. The area (obviously) cannot be split. However, this meant QT
times tightened to cut down on competitors which significantly impacted on smaller clubs as
qualification became harder. If this occurred in one of the two halves, it would not only
disadvantage smaller clubs that fell in that catchment but also be incredibly demotivating for
some swimmers. Regionals isn't all about those who win, for some, just being able to attend it
a considerable achievement and having one area dominated by larger clubs could prevent
this.
Moreover, if the regions were unfairly split, the perceived 'value' of one regional
medal/regional QT would become less than the other. It may also result in swimmers duelling
or moving clubs so that they can race in an easier catchment.

Diluted competition, pool speed/Temps/blocks etc.
I think our youth qualifiers deserve their own competition
I still maintain that the para swimming events should be held during the 14 and under event.
This is because Para Swimmers are slower and therefore they may have more realistic racing
opportunities racing against the younger swimmers. I was told once that the reason this
doesn’t happen is because it wasn’t felt acceptable to have older para swimmers swimming
with younger children but the majority of Para swimmers are young and the same could be
said for young Para swimmers swimming with older swimmers at the 15 and over
championships.

Another separate point whilst you are thinking of changes to regionals the time that the 14
and under champs are held is much better time in the academic year for those sitting exams
than the Nat event can’t you switch round the dates?
Yes, split the Region, you need to realign the southern boarders maybe and change into SW,
South Central, South East.
Yes, this is the only obvious fair option for clubs, swimmers, parents.
A step forward for southeast swimming.
This is a great idea and should have been done years ago.
Completely unacceptable. It would reduce the competition quality and allow swimmers in that,
frankly, are only average county swimmers. The region would be then made up of only three
counties, so how is that enhancing the competition? It would be putting a desire for most
county swimmers to qualify for regionals at the expense of quality. A three county region is a
step too far
We are a large region. This would make it more comparable with other regions.
1. Very unlikely that enough officials would volunteer - given the recent experience of having
to go down to 6 lanes et al.

2. Deciding how to split the region is likely to be a nightmare and unacceptable to most for
different reasons
The best option in my view. More room to fit more competitors in.

Great idea - maximises access and does not diminish competition if results are combined.
Will add a novel element of live competition with a distant event, which may add spice to the
competition, whilst also keeping some top competitors “apart” so that Nationals becomes their
forum, and those ranked lower can “have a chance” of placing in their own sub-region heat??
Most desirable.
Our regional qualifying times are simply way too hard. The only way to fix this is to split the
region.
To increase participation and inclusion. Plus any extra income could be reinvested.
Many more swimmers could gain experience in a regional competition and long course pool.
Could make the travel easier if the region is cut in half, you may have to travel half the time,
possibly cutting out Yh e need of a hotel for some people
If the Region is too large then this would seem sensible. Don't forget that Winchester should
also have a 50m pool by next summer, assuming that building work hasn't been delayed by
Covid-19. Mountbatten is unreliable at being able to be configured as a 50m pool, unless
they've used this lockdown time to drain it and actually sort out the problems with the moving
floor.
Allow more people to compete and have the opportunity to compete
Would this mean two different awards or would you award the fastest of each region?
For Example, Guildford City and Wycombe would love to carry on competitions together and it
means that clubs will no longer be together causing a divide within the region to the point it
will feel like two separate regions.
Not fair competition for the swimmers and again less events able to be swum
Definitely. South east region is too hard, especially when you compare it to other regions.
Much more manageable and many more very good swimmers get to experience regionals
who havent got the south east time but have for every other region.

There would definitely be enough officials - there allways is for counties and even smaller
meets.

Definitely preferred option as a swimmer
Please, finally a good idea. A far better quality competition with safer numbers in warm up,
poolside, changing etc. Hopefully a few less rejections so swimmers can confidently train &
compete for a planned event.
The best option. This will give opportunity to more swimmers from our region
We have been saying for a very long time that this now needs to happen for many different
reasons.
If I was in London the qualifying time for my event would be 1.12.00 and in SER it’s a 1.06.20.
With so many swimmers competing for very few regional spaces it doesn’t seem very
motivational. I really think everyone benefits from splitting the region.
This makes more sense than any other option in order to offer a fair field for our athletes. SER
athletes should be offered the same opportunities for the future of each and every swimmer
so that they do not suffer a post code lottery.
Great idea
It would depend how you split it as I'm sure swimmers like myself would be unhappy if we
miss out on usual competition because the slightly faster swimmers are at the opposite pool
or one pool ends up with no competition at all

This to me seems like the most sensible choice. South East is by far the biggest Region with
a number of strong clubs competing. Splitting the Region and allowing more swimmers the
experience of racing at a Regional Championships can only be seen as positive to the Sport.
Unless you add another swim england region and re name , it will be unfair . One area In
region may have the bulk of top swimmers. Those in other area may not get to race against
the best.
Only if the U15 competition is split too.
This would be my preferred option but also consider it for U14s to give more swimmers
experience at a younger age so they are encouraged to stay in the sport. With Winchester
50m pool being built from 2022 the options are greater.
This is the most sensible! As you mention in opening statement, it’s harder to qualify for the
Regionals than it is for Nationals! Reducing the number of swims, which they can swim in is
just increasing the attrition rate further. We want to keep the swimmers swimming! Isn’t that
the most important aspect? It’s a long term sport - not to be culling swimmers at 15 because
of space and time availability.
Swimmers not racing against the fastest in the region
think it would also be good to split the 14 and under competition into two regions, a lot of our
younger swimmers would qualify for Regionals in other regions but not in the South East. If
we want to keep them in the sport, this is an excellent motivator and useful experience.
The facts are in the opening statement from the Region.... it’s harder to qualify for a regional
event than it is for the English Summer Meet. The SE region could easily be split East and
West.

Wycombe pool is used for West region and Crawley used for East region.
It would depend how the split was done as there needs to be a fairly balanced standard
spread across both sections of the newly split division.
Would prefer all swimmers to compete with each other at the same venue. We have a strong
region & the competition is good.
I don't see how that would work for officials and also smaller clubs with only one coach.

